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A neural model called dARTEX is proposed of how laminar interactions in the visual cortex may learn and recognize object texture
and form boundaries. The model uniﬁes ﬁve interacting processes: region-based texture classiﬁcation, contour-based boundary grouping,
surface ﬁlling-in, spatial attention, and object attention. The model shows how form boundaries can determine regions in which surface
ﬁlling-in occurs; how surface ﬁlling-in interacts with spatial attention to generate a form-ﬁtting distribution of spatial attention, or atten-
tional shroud; how the strongest shroud can inhibit weaker shrouds; and how the winning shroud regulates learning of texture categories,
and thus the allocation of object attention. The model can discriminate abutted textures with blurred boundaries and is sensitive to
texture boundary attributes like discontinuities in orientation and texture ﬂow curvature as well as to relative orientations of texture
elements. The model quantitatively ﬁts the Ben-Shahar and Zucker [Ben-Shahar, O. & Zucker, S. (2004). Sensitivity to curvatures in
orientation-based texture segmentation. Vision Research, 44, 257–277] human psychophysical data on orientation-based textures.
Surface-based attentional shrouds improve texture learning and classiﬁcation: Brodatz texture classiﬁcation rate varies from 95.1% to
98.6% with correct attention, and from 74.1% to 75.5% without attention. Object boundary output of the model in response to photo-
graphic images is compared to computer vision algorithms and human segmentations.
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0624).1. Introduction
1.1. Learning object form and texture
How does the brain eﬀortlessly learn to recognize the
global forms of objects while it also learns their surface
attributes like local textures? Sometimes objects can be rec-
ognized just from their local textures (Biederman, 1981;
Gurnsey and Laundry, 1992; Renninger and Malik,
2004). On the other hand, object form, notably texture
boundaries, are often an important cue for object recogni-
tion (Beck, 1982; Biederman and Ju, 1988; Elder and Zuc-
ker, 1998; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985b; Nothdurft,
1985). This article develops a neural model, called the Dis-
tributed ARTEX (dARTEX) model (Fig. 1), which can
learn both global object form and local object texture by
Fig. 1. Block-level diagram of the dARTEX Model. The retinal input image is passed through two sets of unoriented center-surround ﬁlters in LGN at
three diﬀerent spatial scales. The output of LGN activates oriented simple cells of multiple scales in V1. Spatially pooled V1 layer 6 simple cells act as local
texture features for a distributed Adaptive Resonance Theory (dART) network. The dART network performs local texture classiﬁcation. The same dART
network also rejects image noise by matching learned feature expectations with the bottom–up activated simple cells in V1 layer 4. The matched simple cell
responses in V1 layer 4 combine in V1 layers 2/3 to drive polarity-of-contrast insensitive oriented complex cell ﬁlters. The complex cell responses drive two
stages of local competition in V2 layers 6 and 4. The ﬁrst competitive stage constitutes spatial competition among like oriented complex cells using a
spatially isotropic Gaussian surround. In the second, orientational, competition stage, mutually orthogonal orientations compete, resulting in enhanced
activities at line endings while decreasing ambiguity in local orientation. The orientational competition also realizes end-cuts, wherein hyper-acute
responses are produced at the endings of oriented bars through disinhibition at bar endings of orientations that are perpendicular to those that the bar
directly activates. The end-cut mechanism is instrumental to emergent texture boundary formation; see text for details. The two stages of competition in
V2 detect local feature contrast and input to bipole grouping cells. The bipole grouping cells in layers 2/3 of V2 form long-range completed boundaries by
oriented inward completion without outward spreading beyond the boundary extents. Top–down boundary attention is derived by summing the bipole
activities over all orientations and scales. The boundary attention ampliﬁes LGN activities at boundaries while suppressing their surrounds through the
modulatory corticogeniculate pathway extending from V2 to LGN via V1. Surface attention acts from the higher cortical stages via corticocortical
connections to V1. Surface attention is derived through the interaction of boundary-gated ﬁlling-in and long-range inter-surface competition in Posterior
Parietal Cortex (PPC) that is biased by top–down volitional task-speciﬁc spatial attention. Surface attention guides dART texture learning by directing
and maintaining dART inputs within the attended surface while eliminating feature input from unattended locations. In supervised learning mode of
dART network, texture class labels for the attended surfaces may also be provided. Surface attention also improves classiﬁcation at texture boundaries by
preventing feature mixing across textures.
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clariﬁes how spatial and object attention can work together
to facilitate object and texture learning and recognition
tasks.The dARTEX model is inspired by two parallel streams
of modeling work. The ﬁrst stream is developing the 3D
LAMINART model to explain and predict how the lami-
nar circuits of visual cortex lead to visual percepts; e.g.,
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Mingolla, and Ross (1997), Grossberg and Raizada (2000),
Grossberg and Seitz (2003), Grossberg and Swaminathan
(2004), Grossberg and Williamson (2001), Grossberg and
Yazdanbakhsh (2005), Raizada and Grossberg (2001,
2003). The 3D LAMINART model provides a uniﬁed
account of various perceptual and neurobiological data
concerning cortical areas V1 to V4. In particular, the 3D
LAMINART model predicts how processes of perceptual
development and learning, bottom–up perceptual ﬁltering,
horizontal perceptual grouping – including boundary com-
pletion during the formation of illusory contours and the
grouping of texture elements – compensation for variable
illumination and surface ﬁlling-in, and top–down attention
interact in a parsimonious way within laminar cortical
circuits.
The second stream models how the inferotemporal and
prefrontal cortices work together to achieve fast, stable,
incremental learning of distributed visual recognition cate-
gories in response to complex and changing visual environ-
ments. The foundations of this latter modeling stream were
laid in articles about Adaptive Resonance Theory, or ART;
e.g., Carpenter and Grossberg (1987, 1991), Carpenter,
Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds, and Rosen (1992), Car-
penter, Grossberg, and Reynolds (1991a), Carpenter,
Grossberg, and Rosen (1991b), Grossberg (1976, 1978,
1980, 1999b), and Grossberg and Williamson (1999). These
foundational ART models used winner-take-all recognition
categories. The main ART predictions about brain dynam-
ics have recently received support from neurophysiological
and anatomical experiments, in addition to earlier support-
ive psychological data; see Grossberg (1995, 2003) and
Raizada and Grossberg (2003) for reviews.
The ARTEX model of Grossberg and Williamson
(1999) joined together visual preprocessing (multiple-scale
bottom–up ﬁltering, horizontal grouping, and surface ﬁll-
ing-in) as a perceptual front end to an ART classiﬁer to
learn and categorize both Brodatz textures and natural tex-
tured scenes after they were processed by a synthetic aper-
ture radar (SAR) sensor. The present work extends the
Grossberg and Williamson (1999) study. It builds upon a
more recent development of ART, called Distributed
ART, or dART, which shows how distributed, rather than
winner-take-all, learning can be combined with previously
established ART properties of fast, stable, incremental
learning and recognition (Carpenter, 1997, 2001; Carpen-
ter, Milenova, and Noeske, 1998).
The resulting dARTEX model combines multiple-scale
bottom–up ﬁltering, horizontal grouping, top–down spa-
tial and object attention, and a dART classiﬁer, in a lami-
nar cortical circuit model. The dARTEX model is used to
quantitatively simulate a large set of challenging human
psychophysical data about Orientation-Based Texture Seg-
mentation (OBTS) from the experiments by Ben-Shahar
and Zucker (2004). Fig. 2 shows some of the texture stimuli
used in these experiments. Fig. 3 describes the data and the
dARTEX simulations of these data.1.2. Explaining OBTS data
OBTS data are important because they illustrate percep-
tual diﬀerences due to variations in orientation gradients
and in element conﬁgurations at texture boundaries. These
conﬁgural eﬀects in texture segmentation have long been
observed, but a comprehensive, quantitative, and mecha-
nistic explanation of the processes underlying the asymme-
tries in boundary perception due to the spatial layout of
their texture elements and orientations has been lacking
(Beck, 1982; Ben-Shahar and Zucker, 2004; Nothdurft,
1985; Olson and Attneave, 1970; Wolfson and Landy,
1995).
Explaining the OBTS data illustrates the biological rele-
vance of dARTEX. It does not, however, show that
dARTEX can actually learn complex textures. To demon-
strate this, we show that dARTEX achieves favorable
benchmarks compared to other texture classiﬁers in the
computer vision literature (Greenspan, Goodman, Chell-
appa, and Anderson, 1994; Grossberg and Williamson,
1999; Randen and Husoy, 1999). This dARTEX improved
texture classiﬁcation performance is due to top–down spa-
tial attention and autonomous self-supervised learning of
novel textures from the visual scene. As will be demon-
strated in Section 3, these mechanisms in dARTEX reduce
classiﬁcation errors at texture boundaries by preventing
mixing of features from diﬀerent textures during classiﬁca-
tion. Prior texture classiﬁcation approaches do not employ
such attentional modulation to prevent the mixing, and
therefore are most susceptible to classiﬁcation errors at
the interface of abutted textures.
1.3. Form-ﬁtting spatial attention modulates learning and
eye movements
A key new insight of the dARTEX model is to show
how spatial attention can signiﬁcantly enhance texture
learning and recognition, including the regulation of this
learning by object attention. Thus, the present work pro-
poses how spatial and object attention may be coordinated
during object learning and recognition. This insight builds
upon work by Fazl, Grossberg, and Mingolla (2005) which
shows how such a surface-induced spatial attentional rep-
resentation, or attentional shroud (Tyler and Kontsevich,
1995), can be used to learn view-invariant object categories
while eye movements actively search a scene. The present
work shows how multiple scales of learning and recogni-
tion can be coordinated by such an attentional shroud to
learn both object texture and form.
It should be noted at the outset that our concept of
attentional shroud emphasizes diﬀerent aspects of form-ﬁt-
ting spatial attention than the original concept of Tyler and
Kontsevich (1995). Tyler & Kontsevich proposed an atten-
tional shroud that is a self-organizing surface map which
morphs to account for momentarily available depth cues.
This concept was extended and integrated to include multi-
ple attentional shrouds extending from each attended loca-
Fig. 2. dARTEX boundary grouping outputs denoting texture boundaries in some interesting stimuli from the Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004)
experiments. In each panel, top ﬁgure is the input to dARTEX and the bottom ﬁgure is the boundary grouping activity in V2 layers 2/3 added over all
three scales for 12 orientations. Length of each oriented line segment is proportional to the boundary activity in that orientation at that location. The
perceptual saliencies in each case can be explained through grouping boundaries and top–down ampliﬁcation of elements through boundary-based
attention. Here, DkT is the tangential curvature discontinuity at the horizontal boundary, DkN is the normal curvature discontinuity, Dhb is the angular
discontinuity at the boundary, and Dhw is the image orientation gradient magnitude. See text for a complete description of these stimuli. (a) DkT = max
conﬁguration, Dhw = 5, and Dhb = 30 (b) DkN = max, Dhw = 5 and Dhb = 30 (c) DkT = DkN, Dhw = 5 and Dhb = 90 (d) DkT = max, Dhw = 15,
Dhb = 90 (e) DkN = max, Dhw = 15, Dhb = 90 (f) DkT = DkN, Dhw = 15, Dhb = 90.
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Fig. 3. Complete simulation results of the Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) experiments. Each panel shows detection accuracy curves for a speciﬁc image
orientation gradient magnitude Dhwithin as the boundary angular discontinuity amount Dhbetween increases from 5 to 90. Points marked by boxes (blue
curves) belong to DkT = max conﬁgurations, those marked by circles (red curves) are DkN = max conﬁgurations, and those by crosses (green curves) are
DkT = DkN conﬁgurations. Each of these conﬁgurations leads to a diﬀerent conﬁguration of texture bars. Average performance over all conﬁgurations is
marked by triangles (black curves). For each panel, the top ﬁgure shows experimental data and the bottom panel shows dARTEX salience outputs. See
Section 3 for a complete description.
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tour boundary. A key aspect of this concept is that there
is a unique depth map for whatever scene is before us.
The stimuli that are simulated in the present work are
two-dimensional images of texture-deﬁned object shapes,
rather than scenes containing three-dimensional objects.
These simulations illustrate how a surface-based form-ﬁt-
ting representation of spatial attention may be used to
facilitate learning of texture categories, and recognition
of surface texture properties. We believe that the two
shroud concepts probe the same underlying brain pro-
cesses. Indeed, related modeling work about 3D shape pro-
poses how perceptual representations of tilted, slanted, and
curved three-dimensional object shapes may be formed
(Grossberg, Kuhlmann, and Mingolla, 2007; Grossberg
and Swaminathan, 2004). Additional modeling proposes
how attentional shrouds inﬂuence learning of view-invari-
ant representations of two-dimensional object shapes by
regulating how multiple view-dependent categories of the
shape may be bound together into a view-invariant object
representation (Fazl et al., 2005, Fazl, Grossberg, and Min-
golla, submitted for publication). We believe that the sim-
ilarity of the Tyler & Kontsevich perceptual concepts about
shrouds with our own concepts that link perception and
category learning will become clear when the modeling
studies above are generalized to the case of learning view-
invariant categories of three-dimensional object shapes.
Future experimental tests and modeling projects will clarify
if this prediction is correct.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes psychophysical and neurophysiological
data that are explained by dARTEX. Section 3 introduces
the dARTEX model and demonstrates its computational
properties with the help of computer simulations. Section
4 describes the orientation-based texture segmentation
experiments of Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) and com-
pares dARTEX simulations to the experimental data. Sec-
tion 5 describes dARTEX benchmark texture classiﬁcation
results using a set of images from the Brodatz (1966)
album. Section 6 discusses object boundary processing in
natural images. Section 7 discusses related prior studies,
and Section 8 provides a discussion and conclusions. The
dARTEX equations and parameters are given in the
Appendices.
2. Psychophysical and neurophysiological data explained by
dARTEX
2.1. Processing of orientation based textures: Boundary
grouping instead of curvature operators
Eﬀortless, pre-attentive, texture boundary processing in
dARTEX requires multi-scale feature ﬁltering and long-
range perceptual grouping (Beck, 1982; Bergen and Landy,
1991; Caelli, 1985; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985b; Sutter,
Beck, and Graham, 1989). Diﬀerences in texture lumi-
nance, color, orientation, density, size, element shape, rela-tive placement, and the statistical distribution of the
texture features have all been found to inﬂuence texture
segmentation (Beck, 1982; Bergen and Julesz, 1983; Gross-
berg and Mingolla, 1985b; Julesz, 1986; Malik and Perona,
1990; Nothdurft, 1985; Wolfson and Landy, 1998).
Orientation Deﬁned Textures (ODTs) are generally
made of tilings of oriented bars. Examples of such textures
are shown in Fig. 2. Perceived segregation strength of
ODTs depends on both the magnitude of orientation dis-
continuity at the boundary as well as the image orientation
gradient (Ben-Shahar and Zucker, 2004; Nothdurft, 1985,
1992; Olson and Attneave, 1970). An increase in image ori-
entation gradient, or the amount of angular variation,
decreases boundary salience, while an increase in angular
discontinuity at the boundary increases boundary salience
(Nothdurft, 1985). Nothdurft (1992) showed that the ratio
of angular discontinuity at the texture boundary and the
orientation gradient in the image is a good predictor of per-
ceived boundary salience, with higher ratios resulting in
more salient boundaries. Texture element contrast, density,
and relative sizes have also been shown to inﬂuence segre-
gation strength (Nothdurft, 2000a, 2000b).
The importance of element conﬁguration at the bound-
aries in ODTs has also been recognized (Beck, 1982; Noth-
durft, 1985, 1992; Olson and Attneave, 1970). All other
texture parameters being equal, oriented bars that are more
parallel to the texture boundary produce stronger segrega-
tion than bars that are oblique to the boundaries (Noth-
durft, 1985, 1992; Wolfson and Landy, 1995). Consider,
for example, the orientation-based textures in Fig. 2. An
increase in orientation discontinuity at the boundary
results in a corresponding increase in boundary salience.
In particular, texture boundaries in Fig. 2c are easier to
detect than those in Fig. 2a. As noted earlier, element con-
ﬁguration at the boundary plays an important role in seg-
mentation. Given the same amount of boundary
discontinuity and image orientation gradient, elements
aligned with the boundaries cause stronger boundary per-
cepts; compare Fig. 2a and b. As the orientation gradient
in the image increases, the detection task gets harder. For
example, even with the same amount of boundary discon-
tinuity, texture boundaries in Fig. 2f are harder to detect
than those in Fig. 2c. Also, while conﬁgurations with ele-
ments parallel to the boundary may still yield detectable
boundaries (Fig. 2f), the task gets much harder for other
element conﬁgurations as the orientation gradients
increase. For example, the boundaries in Fig. 2d and e
are harder to detect than those in Fig. 2f. Fig. 2d–f have
the same orientation gradient and boundary discontinuity
magnitudes, but diﬀer in element conﬁgurations at the
boundaries. For each of the images shown in Fig. 2, the
accompanying dARTEX boundary grouping simulations
below them reproduce these subjective observations on
boundary detection.
Using textures like those in Fig. 2, Ben-Shahar and Zuc-
ker (2004) systematically investigated how various types of
orientation ﬂow discontinuities inﬂuence perceived texture
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Shahar and Zucker (2004) study is the most comprehensive
in terms of the parametric range and the number of diﬀer-
ent conﬁgurations investigated. We therefore chose their
Orientation-Based Texture Segmentation (OBTS) data as
the main target dataset for dARTEX texture simulations.
The stimuli and the parametric manipulations in the Ben-
Shahar and Zucker (2004) experiments are described in
more detail in Section 4.1. dARTEX simulations of human
psychophysical performance with these stimuli are dis-
cussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
The sensitivity to element conﬁgurations at texture
boundaries discussed earlier in this section is diﬃcult to
explain using only the Filter-Rectiﬁcation-Filter (FRF)
model of human texture perception that was introduced
as part of a more general model of boundary grouping
by Grossberg and Mingolla (1985b). The FRF model con-
sists of two Filtering stages with an intermediate Rectifying
threshold; see also Bergen and Landy (1991), Bovik, Clark,
and Geisler (1990), Graham, Beck, and Sutter (1992),
Grossberg (1987), and Sutter et al. (1989). Wolfson and
Landy (1995) used a version of the FRF model, with extra
weight applied to the oriented channel aligned with the tex-
ture boundary, to explain a subset of the conﬁgural eﬀects
mentioned above. The extra weight explained the increased
salience of boundaries when elements are parallel to them,
as compared to when elements are oblique to them.
Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004, p. 267) noted that:
‘‘Unfortunately, such an explanation introduces a
chicken-and-egg problem; the outcome (i.e., the orientation
edge) must be given as an input to the computational pro-
cess from which it is supposed to emerge (and after all, the
goal of OBTS is to ﬁnd these edges)’’. Wolfson and Landy
(1995) also recognized this shortcoming of their FRF
approach, mentioning that the method of assigning extra
weight was ‘‘not particularly compelling’’ (Wolfson and
Landy, 1995, p. 2782). In their study, Ben-Shahar and Zuc-
ker (2004, Section 4), went on to identify two intrinsic
image parameters, named tangential and normal curva-
tures, and showed them to be intimately linked to their
conﬁgural eﬀects. Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) further
argued that any data ﬁt that simply uses extra weight for
certain boundary conﬁgurations or orientation gradient
values without any regard to the vector nature of the image
orientation gradient could not account for all their obser-
vations. For example, each panel in Fig. 3 has a ﬁxed image
orientation gradient magnitude, denoted by Dhwithin, while
the tangential and normal curvatures change in a speciﬁc
way. For certain image orientation gradient magnitudes
(Dhwithin6 15, see Fig. 3a, b, and d), there is a crossover
between the curves depicted by boxes and crosses (the blue
and the green curves), which vanishes when Dhwithin = 20;
see Fig. 3e. Ben-Shahar and Zucker argued that selectively
enhancing certain conﬁgurations (e.g., Wolfson and
Landy, 1995) or image orientation gradients does not
explain salience crossovers that vanish simply by increasing
the image orientation gradient (Fig. 3e).dARTEX simulates such eﬀects without using explicit
curvature computations. In fact, complex visual computa-
tions, that are often described using concepts like texture
element conﬁguration, curvature and its discontinuity, or
other high-level scene descriptions, are explained in
dARTEX as emergent properties of local, dynamic, cellular
interactions that are consistent with anatomical and neuro-
physiological data. For example, sensitivity in OBTS to the
angular discontinuity magnitude at the boundary emerges
from the dynamics of a center-surround competition,
wherein higher angular discontinuity results in larger fea-
ture contrast and therefore stronger boundaries. However,
ﬁner distinctions due to element conﬁguration at the
boundary, like those in Fig. 2, cannot be explained simply
by the contrast in bottom–up oriented ﬁlter activities.
In the article that introduced the FRF concept, Gross-
berg and Mingolla (1985b) showed how FRF processes
form part of a larger perceptual grouping process that is
sensitive to conﬁgural eﬀects in OBTS. An earlier example
of such sensitivity was demonstrated by Cruthirds, Gove,
Grossberg, and Mingolla (1991), who simulated bipartite
texture discrimination data of Beck, Prazdny, and Rosen-
feld (1983, chap. A theory of textural segmentation). They
used FRF followed by grouping to simulate data that FRF
alone could not fully explain. dARTEX simulations in Sec-
tion 4 show that boundary grouping, when combined with
object attentional feedback that enhances grouped bound-
aries, and spatial attentional feedback that enhances fea-
tures within the surfaces surrounded by these boundaries,
together explain the asymmetry in boundary saliencies
due to element conﬁguration, and indeed all the main
eﬀects in the OBTS data; see Section 4.2.
2.2. Texture classiﬁcation in texture discrimination
In addition to object boundary detection, region-based
and local classiﬁcation processes also play an important
role in texture processing (Bovik et al., 1990; Caelli, 1985,
1988; Greenspan et al., 1994; Grossberg and Williamson,
1999; Jain and Farrokhnia, 1991). Human texture discrim-
ination performance remains robust even when the bound-
ary between juxtaposed textures is blurred, or when there is
empty space between the two textures to be discriminated
(Gurnsey and Laundry, 1992; Wolfson and Landy, 1998).
An abrupt texture gradient, therefore, is not a necessary
condition for the discrimination of certain textures. These
facts suggest that there is a spatially localized classiﬁcation
process involved in texture discrimination when the tex-
tures diﬀer in their overall feature patterns (Grossberg
and Williamson, 1999; Gurnsey and Laundry, 1992). Using
textures comprising oriented line segments, Wolfson and
Landy (1998) observed that better discrimination perfor-
mance is achieved when two textures with large diﬀerences
in their mean orientations are abutted and have a sharp
transition compared to being spatially separated by blank
space. When the same type of textures diﬀer in the standard
deviation of line segment orientations, but have the same
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by spatial separation or abutment. The importance of abut-
ment when textures diﬀer in mean orientation, but not
when they diﬀer in the standard deviation with the same
mean, furthers the case for local classiﬁcation-based sur-
face processing in addition to boundary-based processing.
In summary, boundary-based processing helps to detect
sharp transitions in feature distribution, while classiﬁcation
processes are sensitive to local activity patterns of oriented
ﬁlters (Grossberg and Williamson, 1999; Gurnsey and
Laundry, 1992; Julesz, 1986; Rao and Lohse, 1996; Wolf-
son and Landy, 1998).
Another important set of data that has guided the devel-
opment of dARTEX demonstrates contextual modulation
of visual cortical cells whose receptive ﬁelds lie on or inside
ﬁgure boundaries. For example, the relative orientation of
texture elements outside a V1 cell’s receptive ﬁeld can sup-
press or enhance its ﬁring rate (Kapadia, Ito, Gilbert, and
Westheimer, 1995; Knierim and van Essen, 1992; Sillito,
Grieve, Jones, Cudeiro, and Davis, 1995; Zipser, Lamme,
and Schiller, 1996). Some oriented cells in V1 show sensi-
tivity to texture boundaries in their later responses, at
around 80–100 ms after stimulus onset (Lee, Mumford,
Romero, and Lamme, 1998; Nothdurft, Gallant, and van
Essen, 2000). For example, the later responses of V1 cells
with vertical preferred orientation are enhanced by a verti-
cal ﬁgure boundary even when the ﬁgure and ground are
made of mutually perpendicular, obliquely oriented texture
features (Lee et al., 1998; also see Fig. 4 for a dARTEX
simulation). Such modulation due to the presence of tex-
ture boundaries has been implicated as a possible mecha-
nism of ﬁgure-ground segregation (Lee et al., 1998;
Roelfsema, Lamme, Spekreijse, and Bosch, 2002). These
contextual modulations in activity occurring around 80–
100 ms after stimulus presentation have been linked to
top–down modulatory inﬂuences (Hupe´ et al., 1998; Lam-
me, Supe´r, and Spekreijse, 1998; Roelfsema et al., 2002).
A combination of ﬁgural boundary grouping and
boundary-based attentional feedback in dARTEX gives
rise to modulations of V1 activities at texture-deﬁned ﬁgure
boundaries. In dARTEX, boundary-based attention acts
through modulatory corticogeniculate feedback (Gove,
Grossberg, and Mingolla, 1995) and enhances LGN activ-
ities at ﬁgure boundaries while suppressing their surround.
Fig. 1 shows the model connection from boundary group-
ing stages in V2 to the LGN via V1. While modulatory cor-
ticocortical feedback from V2 to V1 may also enhance
activities of oriented V1 cells at grouped image locations
(Bullier, Hupe´, James, and Girard, 1996; Grossberg,
2003), corticogeniculate feedback is the principal connec-
tion in dARTEX that links to the observations by Lee
et al. (1998).
Primary visual cortical cell responses are also enhanced
when their receptive ﬁelds lie in the interior of a textured
ﬁgure (Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996). In dARTEX, this
is accomplished by form-ﬁtted spatial attentional shrouds
which gate V1 simple cell responses.3. The dARTEX model
dARTEX embodies two processing phases. Initial pro-
cessing involves fast feed-forward activation of most of
the dARTEX stages. In the second phase, surface-based
spatial attentional shrouds facilitate dART learning of tex-
ture features by selecting surface regions with similar tex-
ture features, and thereby enhances the accuracy of
texture classiﬁcation. dARTEX operations are illustrated
using the input image in Fig. 4a. Additional computational
characteristics of dARTEX will be discussed using other
simulations. In particular, simulations of the Ben-Shahar
and Zucker (2004) experiment will be discussed in Section
4 after deﬁning relevant dARTEX processes.
Mathematical equations of dARTEX are provided in
the Appendix. In order to facilitate cross-referencing, the
Appendix equation number pertinent to the text is pro-
vided in parentheses. Each dARTEX stage in the model
diagram of Fig. 1 is also labeled with the corresponding
equation variable in the Appendix.
3.1. Center-surround network, LGN
Retinal and Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) process-
ing are lumped together for simplicity. As seen in Fig. 1,
the model LGN receives a bottom–up retinal input image
as well as a top–down, corticogeniculate, boundary-based,
modulatory attentional feedback signal. LGN output sig-
nals input to simple cells in V1 layers 6 and 4 as well as
to a surface ﬁlling-in process in V4.
The LGN contains ON cells andOFF cells. ON cells obey
membrane, or shunting, equations and interact via on-cen-
ter, oﬀ-surround interactions (Eq. (A.4)). This competition
discounts the illuminant in the scene and normalizes local
image contrasts. The center-surround operations are carried
out at three equally spaced scales of spatial interaction. Cells
in the complementary OFF channel interact via an oﬀ-cen-
ter, on-surround network. Both ON and OFF channels pro-
vide bottom–up inputs to the simple cells in V1. Grossberg,
Mingolla, and Williamson (1995) showed how such prepro-
cessing helps to process complex imagery. See Roska, Mol-
nar, and Werblin (2006) for consistent data about ON and
OFF retinal processing.
As seen in Fig. 1, boundary-based corticogeniculate
attentional feedback (Section 3.6) acts on LGN cells (Eq.
(A.4)). This feedback is derived from boundary grouping
cells in V2 layer 2/3. It selectively enhances LGN activities
at texture boundaries through an on-center kernel while
suppressing features in the boundary neighborhoods
through an oﬀ-surround kernel. This boundary-based
attentional signal enhances LGN activities at the texture
boundaries; see Fig. 4d.
3.2. Oriented simple cells, V1 layers 6 and 4
Two sets of oriented simple cells, one each in V1 layers 6
and 4, serve as oriented ﬁlters of the image. The simple cells
Fig. 4. dARTEX simulations on an example input image. For panels g-l, darker pixels denote higher activity. Insets in panels b, c, e, and f are magniﬁed
versions of the grayed regions (a) Input. (b) Output of the two competitive stages of V2, without boundary-based attention modulating the LGN activities.
(c) Bipole cell outputs without boundary-based attention. Boundaries of the square ﬁgure are very weak for the appropriate orientation. (d) LGN stage
activities with boundary-based attention amplifying boundary elements through corticogeniculate feedback. (e) V2 competitive stage outputs with
boundary-based attention. The boundaries are further ampliﬁed compared to those in panel b and horizontal and vertical orientations show improved
activity at the ﬁgure boundaries. (f) Bipole stage robustly group the vertical and horizontal square ﬁgure boundaries. (g) Featural signal to the surface
ﬁlling-in domain at equilibrium. This signal is a combination of bottom–up arriving LGN activity and top–down volitionally selected surface attention. (h)
Surface ﬁlling-in activity added over all scales at equilibrium. Features in panel g are contained by boundaries in panel f during ﬁlling-in. (i) Attentional
shroud at the surface-attention level. The dark spot in the middle of the shroud is the top–down volitional spatial attention signal. Long-range spatial
competition inhibits all surface activity except in the attended surface. This signal gates simple cell activities in V1 during feature learning and
classiﬁcation. (j) Featural signal at equilibrium after volitional attention shifts to the background. (k) Corresponding featural ﬁlling-in activity at
equilibrium. (l) Attentional shroud at the surface-attention level. The dark spot in the background region is the volitional spatial attentional signal.
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OFF channels (Fig. 1). Each set of simple cells represents
24 orientations for each of the three LGN center-surround
scales (Eq. (A.6)).
Layer 6 simple cells are identical to the layer 4 simple
cells in terms of their bottom–up receptive ﬁelds. However,
layer 6 simple cells are also gain-modulated by a spatial
attentional shroud; see Eq. (A.10). Spatial attention in
dARTEX is hypothesized to act at V1 layer 6 through a
corticocortical feedback pathway originating at PPC (Fell-
eman and van Essen, 1991). While this may be a multi-
stage pathway in vivo, dARTEX instantiates this as a
direct pathway. Formation, volitional selection, and main-
tenance of spatial attention in dARTEX is described in
Section 3.8.
Spatial attentional shrouds in dARTEX serve two pur-
poses: First, much in the same way as the boundary-based
attentional modulation of model LGN, spatial attention
maintains layer 6 simple cell activities at attended positions
while suppressing activity at unattended positions around
the locus of attention; see Eq. (A.10). Suppressing unat-
tended activity prevents mixing of surface features across
texture boundaries, resulting in improved texture learning
and classiﬁcation performance; see Section 5. Second, spa-
tial attention modulates texture category learning, such
that texture features within the boundary of the attended
surface may be learned as part of the same texture cate-
gory. This property is a homolog for texture learning of
the demonstration by Fazl et al. (2005) of how spatial
attention binds multiple views of an object into a view-
invariant object recognition category.
In dARTEX, dART texture category cells are activated
bottom–up by V1 layer 6 simple cells (Fig. 1). Bottom–up
texture category activation plays two roles: First, it per-
forms a pixel-by-pixel classiﬁcation of image texture. Sec-
ond, dART categories activate feature expectations via
the layer 6 to 4 network (Callaway, 1998; Grossberg
and Raizada, 2000). Layer 4 simple cell activity matched
with this feature expectation (Eq. (A.13)) generates bot-
tom–up output to the complex cell ﬁlters in layers 2/3
of V1.
In the initial, feedforward, processing phase of
dARTEX, spatial attention is inactive, and layer 6 simple
cell activity is identical to layer 4 simple cell activity; see
Eq. (A.12). Learning at this time converts the matched
layer 4 simple cell activity into a noise-suppressed version
of bottom–up simple cell activity; see Eq. (A.13). Image
noise reduction obtained by this feature match is discussed
in Section 3.9. Activation of subsequent stages of dARTEX
gives rise to pre-attentively deﬁned ﬁgural boundaries and
surfaces. Interaction of these surfaces and spatially local-
ized top–down volition gives rise to a form-ﬁtting spatial
attentional shroud; see Sections 3.7 and 3.8. Such a shroud
acts on layer 6 simple cells and thereby inﬂuences dART
classiﬁcation and learning. This dARTEX property is also
discussed in Section 3.9. The dARTEX activation phases of
feedforward activation, boundary- and surface-basedattentional modulation, and texture learning are summa-
rized in Section 3.10.
3.3. Complex cells, V1 layer 2/3
Complex cells in V1 layer 2/3 combine rectiﬁed layer 4
simple cell outputs (Eq. (A.10)) of the same scale but oppo-
site contrast polarities (Eq. (A.14)), resulting in 12 orienta-
tions of complex cells for each of the three spatial scales
(Ferster and Miller, 2000; Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1968).
Complex cells act as contrast-polarity insensitive, oriented,
multi-scale ﬁlters.
3.4. Spatial and orientational competition, V2 layers 6 and 4
Contrast enhancement of complex cell output is
accomplished by two stages of competitive interactions
in layers 6 and 4 of V2 (Grossberg and Mingolla,
1985a, 1985b; Grossberg and Raizada, 2000). As seen in
Fig. 1, the ﬁrst competitive stage in V2 is a spatial cen-
ter-surround competition between similarly oriented com-
plex cells (Eq. (A.15)). This stage picks out discontinuities
in the spatial activity distribution of similarly oriented
complex cells, thereby signaling local texture feature con-
trast and realizing an end stop operation (Hubel and Wie-
sel, 1977).
The second, orientational, competition stage in V2 is
driven by the outcome of the spatial competition and acts
at a smaller spatial scale wherein mutually orthogonal ori-
entations inhibit each other the most (Eq. (A.18)). This
competition reduces activity at image locations with
ambiguous feature orientations and reduces unoriented
noise. The orientational competition stage also realizes an
end cut operation (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985b). End
cutting produces hyper-acute responses at the endings of
oriented bars by disinhibiting orientations that are perpen-
dicular to those that the bar directly activates. End cutting
enhances oriented responses at bar endings and thereby
facilitates illusory contour grouping between multiple bars
(Gove et al., 1995; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985b; Ross,
Grossberg, and Mingolla, 2000).
Taken together, the two competitive stages induce
strong featural activities at texture boundaries while sup-
pressing uniformly oriented texture elements within ﬁgure
interiors and the background; see Fig. 4b.
These processing stages were initially proposed as part
of the Boundary Contour System (BCS) of Grossberg and
Mingolla (1985a, 1985b) and have since become a stan-
dard component in many texture segmentation algorithms
and models of human texture processing. In particular,
the processing stages of oriented ﬁltering, pointwise recti-
ﬁcation, and spatial competition processes in Sections
3.2–3.4 comprise the Filter-Rectiﬁcation-Filter (FRF)
model of texture segregation (Bergen and Landy, 1991;
Bovik et al., 1990; Graham et al., 1992; Greenspan
et al., 1994; Jain and Farrokhnia, 1991; Sutter et al.,
1989).
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Long-range interactions among the pyramidal cells in
layers 2/3 of V2 (Eq. (A.21)) carry out perceptual grouping
by forming and completing oriented ﬁgural boundaries in
responses to inputs from the orientational competition.
Orientationally pooled boundaries, in turn, input to the
surface ﬁlling-in stage in V4 and also realize boundary-
based attentional feedback to the LGN; see Fig. 1.
The recurrent interactions among the layer 2/3 pyrami-
dal cells realize the bipole property, whereby cells that are
(approximately) collinear and coaxial with respect to one
another across space can excite each other via long-range
connections. These long-range connections also activate
interneurons that inhibit each other and nearby pyramidal
cells via short-range disynaptic inhibition (Eq. (A.29)). The
balanced excitation and inhibition at target cells helps to
implement the bipole property: (1) A cell can ﬁre when it
receives strong bottom–up excitatory input from the orien-
tational competition. (2) When two (almost) collinearly
aligned inducing stimuli are present, one on each ﬂank of
the cell, a boundary grouping can form even without direct
bottom–up input. This is because the inhibitory interneu-
rons, apart from inhibiting the bipole cell, also inhibit each
other, thus normalizing the total amount of inhibition ema-
nating from the interneuron pool. Summating excitation
from both ﬂanks combined with normalizing inhibition
create a case of ‘‘two-against-one’’, so the target cell is
excited above threshold. In contrast, excitation from only
one of the horizontal ﬂanks creates a case of ‘‘one-
against-one’’ wherein the cell gets commensurate amounts
of excitation from the long-range excitatory connections
and inhibition from the shared pool of inhibitory interneu-
rons. The bipole cell is then not excited above threshold. As
a result, boundaries form inwardly between pairs or greater
numbers of active cells, but not outwardly. Bipole cells that
are sensitive to diﬀerent orientations also compete (Eq.
(A.28)), thereby sharpening their responses for well-
grouped orientations.
Bipole grouping is sensitive to the degree of collinearity
and relative distances of features; see Eq. (A.23). This sen-
sitivity is needed to explain OBTS data, as described in Sec-
tion 4.
Bipole grouping was proposed by Grossberg (1984) and
simulated by Grossberg and Mingolla (1985a, 1985b). It
has since helped to explain a variety of perceptual grouping
percepts (e.g., Gove et al., 1995; Grossberg and Howe,
2003; Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004; Ross et al.,
2000). Psychophysical evidence for perceptual grouping
that obeys the bipole property has been reported by several
researchers (Field, Hayes, and Hess, 1993; Kellman, 2003;
Kellman and Shipley, 1991). Cells with long-range mono-
synaptic, recurrent, excitatory connections and disynaptic,
short-range, inhibitory connections occur in the cortical
area V1 (Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; McGuire, Gilbert, Riv-
lin, and Wiesel, 1991). The bipole property has been
reported in physiological recordings from cells in corticalarea V2 (von der Heydt and Peterhans, 1989; von der Hey-
dt, Peterhans, and Baumgartner, 1984). Long-range statis-
tical correlations in co-aligned orientations have been
observed in natural scenes, which provides an ecological
stimulus for the development of such long-range grouping
kernels (Grossberg and Williamson, 2001; Sigman, Cecchi,
Gilbert, and Magnasco, 2001).
3.6. Boundary-based attention, from V2 to LGN
In many textured scenes, contrast may not exist at the
orientation of a form boundary. For example, although
emergent square boundaries in Fig. 4a are perceived to
be vertical and horizontal, there is neither luminance nor
horizontal and vertical orientation contrast at the bound-
aries. The end cut mechanism (Section 3.4) disinhibits hor-
izontal and vertical orientations at the ends of the oblique
texture bars at the form boundaries (Fig. 4b). Bipole
grouping of these vertical and horizontal orientations
result in ﬁgure boundaries in the appropriate positions
and orientations. However, these emergent square ﬁgure
boundaries are weak compared to the strong oblique orien-
tation contrasts which induced them; see Fig. 4c.
Boundary attention can generate strong vertical and
horizontal boundaries. Boundary attention is derived by
pooling bipole cell activities over all orientations and scales
(Eq. (A.30)). As shown in Fig. 1, it modulates the LGN via
V1 (Callaway, 1998; Grossberg, 1976; Guillery, 1967; Mur-
phy and Sillito, 1987; Przybyszewski, Gaska, Foote, and
Pollen, 2000; Sillito and Jones, 2002; Sillito, Jones, Ger-
stein, and West, 1994). Because LGN cells are essentially
unoriented, the enhanced LGN feature activity at the form
boundaries preferentially activates vertically and horizon-
tally oriented cells, as in Fig. 4e. After orientational compe-
tition, the bipole cells group and amplify these signals
along the emergent ﬁgure boundaries, as seen in Fig. 4f.
Because corticogeniculate feedback in dARTEX is mod-
ulatory, it ampliﬁes grouped features without activating
new image features (Gove et al., 1995). Such a modulatory
feedback process was predicted as a property of ART in
Grossberg (1976, 1980). It has been used to explain various
perceptual eﬀects (Gove et al., 1995; Grossberg and Grune-
wald, 2002; Grossberg and Raizada, 2000; Raizada and
Grossberg, 2001), including those of Sillito et al. (1994),
which ART predicted (Grossberg, 1976).
3.7. Surface ﬁlling-in domain, V4
As described in Section 3.1 through Section 3.6,
dARTEX computations pre-attentively and automatically
deﬁne emergent ﬁgure boundaries using discontinuities in
local feature distributions. A surface ﬁlling-in process in
V4 (among other cortical areas; see Cao and Grossberg,
2005; Fang and Grossberg, 2005; Grossberg, 1994) is con-
trolled by these pre-attentive boundaries.
Figure boundaries signaled by the bipole cells in V2 lay-
ers 2/3 project to surface ﬁlling-in domains, where they
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the LGN (Cohen and Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg and
Mingolla, 1985a; Grossberg and Todorovic´, 1988); see
Fig. 1 and Eq. (A.31). The boundary-gated spread of these
surface features tends to generate uniform ﬁlled-in activity
levels within each boundary compartment. Fig. 4 illustrates
this ﬁlling-in process, with ﬁgure boundaries in Fig. 4f, sur-
face featural inputs in Fig. 4g and j, and ﬁlled-in activities
in Fig. 4h and k, respectively.
Surface ﬁlling-in at each spatial scale contributes in a
diﬀerent way toward the combined ﬁlled-in activity. At
the smallest scale, boundaries enclose ﬁlling-in of individ-
ual texture bars. At larger scales, ﬁlling-in is contained pri-
marily by object form boundaries, leading to uniformly
ﬁlled-in activity within each object’s surface. Surface ﬁll-
ing-in over all spatial scales therefore supports individual
bars as well as object form; see Fig. 4h and k.
3.8. Spatial attention shrouds, PPC
Attentional shrouds arise within dARTEX from feed-
back between the surface ﬁlling-in process in V4 and the
spatial attention process in posterior parietal cortex, or
PPC (Colby and Goldberg, 1999; Deubel and Schneider,
1996); see Fig. 1. Spatial attention (Eq. (A.33)) receives
ﬁlled-in surface activities from V4 ﬁlling-in and projects
back to V4. At the spatial attention stage, pre-attentively
ﬁlled-in surfaces in a scene bid for attention. Depending
on task demands, volitional top–down spatial attention
(a ‘‘spotlight’’ of attention; Posner, 1980) may also select
a location of interest by locally enhancing its activity (see
term Ipq in Eq. (A.33)). Due to the back projection from
spatial attention to surface ﬁlling-in (Eq. (A.31), activity
of the volitionally selected surface gets enhanced (Reynolds
& Desimone, 2003; Reynolds, Pasternak, & Desimone,
2000; Tse, 2005) through boundary-gated spread of the
volitional enhancement signal throughout the bounded
surface. Enhanced ﬁlled-in surface activity feeds forward
to the spatial attention stage, further enhancing an entire
region that ﬁts the attended surface form (cf., Cavanagh,
Labianca, & Thornton, 2001; Pylyshyn, 1989; Tyler &
Kontsevich, 1995). This form-ﬁtting distribution of spatial
attention is an attentional shroud. At the same time, other
regions at the surface attention level are suppressed by the
winning attentional shroud by long-range spatial competi-
tion (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1991; Desimone, 1998;
Grossberg, 1994; Reynolds, Chelazzi, & Desimone, 1999).
Simulations in Fig. 4 illustrate shroud formation.
Fig. 4g shows the total input to the ﬁlling-in domain at
equilibrium, which combines bottom–up LGN input (Eq.
(A.4)) and top–down spatial attention input (Eq. (A.31)).
The bipole activities (Fig. 4f) are boundaries that gate the
ﬁlling-in process. Boundary-gated ﬁlling-in leads to the
square surface shown in Fig. 4h. Spatial attention is
strongly activated at the winning surface and inhibited else-
where (Fig. 4i). The dark spot close to the middle of the
square surface in Fig. 4g and i is the top–down volitionalattention signal (Eq. (A.33)) that biases the competition
in favor of the attended surface.
Fig. 4j–l shows how a shift in the volitional signal trig-
gers a shift of form-ﬁtting spatial attention to the newly
selected surface. In the surface ﬁlling-in domain, bound-
ary-gated diﬀusion of the shifted focal volitional attention
increases ﬁlled-in activity in the ﬁgure background.
Through long-range spatial competition, activity in the
previously attended form is eliminated and the surviving
spatial attentional signal ﬁts the entire background. A spa-
tially localized volitional attention can hereby determine
which form-ﬁtting locus becomes the spatial attentional
shroud. In the absence of a volitional attentional spotlight,
a number of other factors, including surface size, boundary
strength, and feature intensity automatically determine the
winning form-ﬁtting shroud.
A number of investigators have reported that spatial
attention can mold itself to an object’s shape. Our simula-
tions illustrate how this can happen through feedback
between surface ﬁlling-in and spatial attention. Our simula-
tion of how an attentional shroud (Tyler & Kontsevich,
1995) forms adapts the process described in Fazl et al.
(2005), who showed how such shrouds can be used to reg-
ulate the learning of view-invariant object categories from
multiple object views. Other investigators have reported
data showing how the allocation of spatial attention can
depend upon the spatial location of objects (Connor, Pred-
die, Gallant, & van Essen, 1997; Connor, Gallant, Preddie,
& van Essen, 1996; Johnson & Yantis, 1995; Posner, 1980;
Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988; Sagi & Julesz, 1986; Yeshurun &
Carrasco, 2000), speciﬁc stimulus features (Cavanagh,
1992; Corbetta, Miezin, Dobmeyer, Shulman, & Petersen,
1990; Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989), and the salience of
the visual object (Blaser, Pylyshyn, & Holcombe, 2000;
Duncan, 1984; Mitchell, Stoner, Fallah, & Reynolds,
2003; O’Craven, Downing, & Kanwisher, 1999; Treisman
& Paterson, 1984). Both Fazl et al. (2005) and the present
work illustrate how spatial attention can regulate category
learning and, during that learning process, the allocation of
object attention (see Section 3.9).
3.9. dART-based texture learning, classiﬁcation, and top–
down attentive matching
The dART network in the model is driven by spatially
pooled V1 layer 6 simple cell activities (Fig. 1, Eq.
(A.34)). The dART network learns to assign a texture cat-
egory to each image pixel. Carpenter (1997) introduced the
dART model to explain how fast, incremental, and stable
category learning could be achieved while allowing for dis-
tributed category activation. Distributed category repre-
sentation has desirable category generalization and
compression characteristics (Carpenter et al., 1998).
The spatial distribution of feature activity in natural
images is typically variable, even for a seemingly homoge-
neous texture. During bottom–up texture category learning
by the dART network, top–down modulatory expectations
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from layer 6 to 4 (Callaway, 1998; Grossberg & Raizada,
2000; Salin & Bullier, 1995; Wiser & Callaway, 1996) and
matched against layer 4 simple cells (Fig. 1, Eq. (A.13)).
This match operation is an interface between pre-attentive
texture processing and attentive local texture classiﬁcation
(Grossberg, 1999a, 2003).
According to the distributedARTmatch rule (Carpenter,
1997, 2001; Carpenter et al., 1998), thematched feature is the
smaller of the layer 4 simple cell activity and the top–down
expectation (Eq. (A.13)). This match operation suppresses
noisy pixels that deviate signiﬁcantly from prototypical tex-
ture features, leading to feature activity due to texture fea-
tures rather than noisy deviations of them. By eliminating
such noise, texture category matching facilitates completion
of a boundary grouping around the texture-induced form,
and thus the formation of a form-ﬁtting attentional shroud.
The shroud, in turn, further facilitates texture category
learning by eliminating texture exemplars that belong to dif-
ferent forms; cf., Eq. (A.10).
Fig. 5a depicts a noisy textured image. Due to the high
variability in bar orientation, the competitive stages of V2
have a hard time in detecting feature discontinuities
(Fig. 5b). Using the matched simple cells, on the other
hand, the competitive stages can suppress the interior fea-
tures and pick out the boundaries successfully (Fig. 5c).
The bipole grouping stage can now signal the ﬁgure bound-
aries correctly (Fig. 5d).
Fig. 1 shows the top–down spatial attention pathway
that gates inputs to the dART network in V1 layer 6. Dur-
ing dART learning, the attentional shroud enables learning
of attended surface features. During supervised dART
learning, input feature vectors (Eq. (A.34)) at attended
image pixels are associated with a class name, or label. This
class label may be externally supplied, or automatically
generated based on task context. Benchmark simulations
in Section 5 generate class labels using image presentation
sequence number. The dART learning algorithm is
described in Section B.1.Fig. 5. (a) Input image of oriented bar texture corrupted by Gaussian orientati
V2 fail to produce clean ﬁgure boundaries. (c) Competitive stage outputs with
trained on noise-free oriented bar textures of four diﬀerent orientations. (d) U
signaling ﬁgure boundaries in the appropriate location and orientation. Local te
improved classiﬁcation.3.10. Summary of dARTEX operation modes
During initial bottom–up activation, layer 4 match
activity is the noise-suppressed simple cell activity over
the whole scene (Sections 3.2 and 3.9). Bottom–up activa-
tion of subsequent dARTEX stages through these matched
simple cells gives rise to a form-ﬁtting spatial attentional
shroud (Section 3.8). Activation of the shroud initiates
attentive texture classiﬁcation, whereby spatial attention
suppresses layer 6 simple cell activity at unattended posi-
tions surrounding the attended form. This suppression pre-
vents feature mixing across texture boundaries during
classiﬁcation and improves model performance. Persistent
activation of the attentional shroud is maintained in a (sur-
face)–(spatial attention) resonance during which features
within the resonant surface are learned as the same texture
(Section 3.9). During supervised learning, a texture class
label is also supplied at attended spatial locations during
this resonance.
A large mismatch between bottom–up layer 4 feature
and its top–down expectation may suppress layer 4
match activity at such positions. A big enough mismatch
may trigger the activation of another shroud. Volitional
top–down surface attention signals, in the absence of
bottom–up inputs, may sensitize, or prime dART catego-
ries, but cannot create suprathreshold activity in layer 4.
However, such top–down priming may prepare a cate-
gory cell to react more quickly and vigorously to subse-
quent bottom–up input that matches the top–down
prime, resulting in rapid recognition of the primed
feature.
4. Simulation of orientation-based texture segmentation
experiments
The Orientation-Based Texture Segmentation (OBTS)
experiments of Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) and
their simulation by dARTEX are described in this
section.onal noise. (b) Without a trained dART network, the competitive stages in
a trained dART network rejecting image noise. The dART network was
sing inputs in (c), bipole cells can now group features at the boundaries,
xture learning and surface attention are instrumental to noise rejection and
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Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) used a two alternative,
forced choice experiment (2AFC) to investigate the diﬀer-
ences in OBTS due to texture element conﬁguration at
the boundaries and the role of image orientation gradients.
Illustrative experimental stimuli are shown in Fig. 2. The
stimulus images were made of a regularly spaced tiling of
21 · 21 bright elongated bars on a dark background. Ori-
entation of the texture bars varied at a constant rate in
the vertical direction, except at the wedge-shaped form
boundaries. That is, from top to bottom of the image, each
left-to-right raster of oriented bars had the same orienta-
tion and each such raster diﬀered from the next by a con-
stant angle. The image orientation gradient, which deﬁnes
the rate of change of orientation at each image location
and denoted by ~rh, was thus constant and vertically ori-
ented. An abrupt, larger than average change in orienta-
tion, or equivalently a discontinuity in the image
orientation gradient, led to an emergent ﬁgure boundary.
Wedge shaped emergent ﬁgures were generated through
such discontinuities in image orientation gradient. While
the horizontal and diagonal limbs of the wedge shape were
due to orientation discontinuity, the vertical limb of the
wedge form was due to the image boundary itself. Fig. 2
shows examples of left-pointing wedge shapes. Stimulus
images spanned 10 of visual angle.
Subjects had to respond, using a button-press, whether
the wedge-shaped ﬁgures were left-pointing or right-point-
ing. The only diﬀerence between these two alternatives was
the location of horizontal discontinuity line which
appeared either 2.5 above or below the center of the
image. Since the diagonal discontinuity line was the same,
either a left-pointing or a right-pointing wedge emerged,
depending on the location of the horizontal boundary.
Stimulus images were presented for 200 ms, preceded and
followed by masks of randomly oriented bars. Performance
accuracy of 75% or more was considered statistically
signiﬁcant.
Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) hypothesized that the
diagonal discontinuity line in the image did not aﬀect the
subjects’ decision process because it maintained the same
bar conﬁguration regardless of the location of the horizon-
tal boundary. The two possible responses were therefore
due to the location of the horizontal boundary, being either
above (for a right-pointing wedge) or below (for a left-
pointing wedge) the ﬁxation point. All subjects were pre-
trained, and were aware that the discontinuity line deter-
mining the response was always horizontally oriented and
could occur at exactly one of the two possible locations.
Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) varied two parameters to
produce the stimulus set. The ﬁrst parameter was based on
the orientation gradient. Since direction of the gradient was
always vertical, the only attribute available for variation
was its magnitude. The orientation gradient magnitude,
denoted by Dhwithin, was parametrically varied from 5 to
30 per degree of visual angle, in steps of 5. Task diﬃcultyincreased with an increase in the angular gradient. The
wedge shape in Fig. 2c (with Dhwithin = 5) is easier to
detect than in Fig. 2f (with Dhwithin = 15).
The second parameter was the amount of angular dis-
continuity at the boundaries, denoted by Dhbetween. The
parameter Dhbetween varied from 5 to 90 in steps of 5.
Task diﬃculty decreased with an increase in this parame-
ter; the wedge shape in Fig. 2a is harder to detect (with
Dhbetween = 30) than in Fig. 2c (with Dhbetween = 90).
The relation between local bar orientation h and image
orientation gradient vector ~rh gives rise to two scalar
ﬁelds, or curvatures, deﬁned over the entire image. These
curvatures measure the initial rates of change of orienta-
tion in directions tangential (the tangential curvature kT)
and normal (the normal curvature kN) to bar orientation
at each image location. Speciﬁcally, the two curvatures
are (Ben-Shahar & Zucker, 2004):
kT ¼ ~rh  ðcosðhÞ; sinðhÞÞ;
kN ¼ ~rh  ð sinðhÞ; cosðhÞÞ; ð1Þwhere ~rh is the image orientation gradient vector, and h is
the bar orientation. Operator ‘Æ’ denotes a vector inner
product.
As seen in Eq. (1), texture bar orientation and the two
curvatures are intimately linked through the image orienta-
tion gradient vector. Furthermore, the two curvatures are
co-variant: the value of one completely speciﬁes the other.





Zucker, 2004). With the image orientation gradient in the
vertical direction, the normal curvature kN is maximal
and kT is zero wherever texture bars are horizontal; see
Eq. (1). Similarly, the tangential curvature kT is maximal
and kN is zero wherever texture bars are vertical. The ori-
entation gradient discontinuity in the image causes a corre-
sponding discontinuity in the tangential and normal
curvatures, denoted by DkT and DkN, respectively. Further-
more, diﬀerent relative values of DkT and DkN give rise to
diﬀerent bar conﬁgurations at the texture boundary. The
main goal of the Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) study
was to relate the curvature discontinuities to OBTS. A
complete description of the diﬀerential geometric interpre-
tation of orientation deﬁned textures can be found in Ben-
Shahar and Zucker (2004). In what follows, a qualitative
description is provided of the two curvature discontinuities
and resultant bar conﬁgurations at the horizontal texture
boundary in the experimental stimuli of Ben-Shahar and
Zucker (2004).
Three diﬀerent curvature discontinuity conditions at the
horizontal texture boundary were explored by Ben-Shahar
and Zucker (2004). The ﬁrst combination was deﬁned by
DkN = 0, the second by DkT = 0, and the third by
DkT = DkN. In a given trial, the quantities ~rh, Dhbetween,
DkN, and DkT completely speciﬁed the stimulus image,
and were kept constant throughout the stimulus presenta-
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tion gradient vector ~rh.
In the ﬁrst curvature discontinuity combination,
termed the DkT = max condition, DkT is maximal and
DkN is zero at the horizontal ﬁgure boundary. As seen
in Eq. (1), the two curvatures are continuous functions
of the orientation gradient over the whole image, except
at the form boundaries deﬁned by discontinuity in orien-
tation. The only way DkN = 0 condition can be achieved
at the horizontal boundary is if kN remains the same at
points equidistant in the vertical direction from the hori-
zontal boundary on its either side. This requirement,
along with the continuity of curvatures on either side of
the horizontal boundary, requires that kN pass through
a maximum and kT simultaneously pass through zero.
As described earlier, these transitions in kN and kT result
in horizontal bar orientation at the horizontal ﬁgure
boundary. Fig. 2a shows an example of this condition,
where bars on either side of the horizontal boundary devi-
ate from the horizontal orientation by equal angular
amounts Dhbetween/2) but in opposite directions. In other
words, except for the angular discontinuity, the orienta-
tion gradient would have given rise to horizontal bar ori-
entations at the horizontal form boundary. For the
DkT = max condition, as Dhbetween increases, the bars
become increasingly oblique on either side of the
boundary.
The second curvature discontinuity condition is deﬁned
as DkT = DkN. For this condition, by a similar argument as
above and referring to Eq. (1), the orientation at the hori-
zontal boundary passes through an oblique, or 45, orien-
tation. Fig. 2c shows an example of this condition with
Dhbetween = 90. Bars on each side of the horizontal bound-
ary deviate by 45 from the oblique orientation, resulting in
bars parallel to the boundary on one side and perpendicu-
lar on the other side.
The third curvature discontinuity combination, termed
the DkN = max condition, is similar to the ﬁrst except
DkN is maximal and DkT = 0. Bar orientation on either side
of the horizontal ﬁgure boundary is equidistant in angle
from the vertical direction; see the horizontal boundary
in Fig. 2b.
Using the curvature discontinuity conditions described
above, Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) found that the same
amount of Dhbetween resulted in diﬀerent perceived bound-
ary saliencies when the ﬂow of oriented bars was inter-
rupted in diﬀerent ways. This asymmetry was most
pronounced at small within-region orientation gradient
magnitudes (Dhwithin 6 10). For these low gradient
amounts, the DkT = max condition was salient even for
low values of Dhbetween; for example, in Fig. 2a the wedge
form can be clearly seen with Dhwithin = 5 and Dhbetween =
30. Despite the same amount of boundary discontinuity,
however, the wedge form in DkN = max condition is much
harder to see: Horizontal boundaries in Fig. 2a appear
clearer than in Fig. 2b. For small Dhwithin and Dhbetween,
the DkT = max conditions were even more salient thanthe DkT = DkN conditions, but the DkT = DkN
conﬁgurations eventually became stronger with increasing
Dhbetween.
This can be seen in the data plots of Fig. 3a, where the
detection accuracies for the DkT = max (the blue curve
with boxed points) are higher than any other condition at
low values of Dhbetween. However, as Dhbetween becomes
large, the DkT = DkN condition becomes more salient; see
the green curve with crossed points in Fig. 3a. As noted
earlier in this section, an increase in orientation gradient
magnitude Dhwithin is detrimental to successful boundary
detection: Note the drop in accuracies as Dhwithin progres-
sively increases in Fig. 3a through 3f. Speciﬁcally, salience
of the DkT = max conﬁgurations diminishes for
Dhwithin = 10 compared to Dhwithin = 5, and ultimately
disappears with increasing orientation gradient magnitude
Dhwithin; see the blue curves with boxed points in Fig. 3a
through 3f. For Dhwithin = {15,20}, only the DkT = DkN
conditions were detectable even for large Dhbetween values
(Fig. 3c and d), which also eventually disappears (Fig. 3e
and f).
Parallel conﬁgurations that arose with DkT = DkN and
Dhbetween = 90, where bars on one side of the horizontal
boundary were horizontal, were found to be more salient
than other conﬁgurations: Compare horizontal boundary
strengths of Fig. 2d–f, where the boundary in Fig. 2f is
the strongest. As a second experiment, Ben-Shahar and
Zucker (2004) further investigated the relative salience of
the DkT = DkN conditions to parallel conﬁgurations. In this
second experiment, Dhbetween was set at 45. The purpose of
this experiment was to investigate whether parallel conﬁg-
urations were always salient regardless of the speciﬁc val-
ues of Dhwithin. Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) found
that, at low angular gradient magnitudes (Dhwithin 6 10),
parallel conﬁgurations had higher detection accuracy.
However, with higher angular gradients
(15 6 Dhwithin 6 20), the DkT = DkN conﬁgurations
became more salient, suggesting that the abrupt termina-
tion of the ‘‘ﬂow’’ was more salient.
Possible reasons for the salience asymmetries due to
boundary conﬁgurations and changes in Dhwithin are dis-
cussed in Section 3.3 using dARTEX simulations.
4.2. Texture boundary contrast measure for the OBTS task
simulation
In order to compare model performance to perceptual
data, the following boundary contrast measure was used:
S ¼ l ELower  EUpper
mþ ELower þ EUpper þ F þ 50; ð2Þ
where l and m are constant numbers, and ELower and EUpper
are bipole cell activities pooled over horizontal bands cen-
tered at each possible boundary location. Factor F in the
above equation is average boundary activity over the whole
image. The contrast measure above is derived from the
equilibrium solution of a shunting on-center, oﬀ-surround
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hypothesizes that subjects divided their spatial attention
to locations around the two possible horizontal discontinu-
ity locations that determine the responses, and chose the
location with greater activity. The probability of a correct
response is thus hypothesized to be proportional to the
contrast between boundary activities at the two attended
spatial locations. Section A.10 mathematically deﬁnes the
terms in this salience measure.
Two methods of computing the boundary activities
ELower and EUpper in the boundary contrast measure are
compared. The two methods diﬀer in the manner in which
bipole activities are pooled across orientations within the
upper and lower possible boundary regions. The ﬁrst pool-
ing method uses a spatial attentional gain (Johnson and
Yantis, 1995; Posner, 1980; Pylyshyn and Storm, 1988;
Shaw, 1982) where total boundary grouping activity,
summed over all orientations, is compared between two
possible boundary regions (Eq. (2)). This pooling concept
mathematizes the fact that the subjects knew that the cor-
rect response could be determined completely by the loca-
tion of the horizontal discontinuity line, and that the line
could appear at exactly one of the two possible locations
in the scene.
The second method diﬀerentially weighs boundary ori-
entations in addition to spatial locations (Cavanagh,
1992; Corbetta et al., 1990; Wolfe et al., 1989). The hori-
zontal orientation is given the most weight, with a Gauss-
ian fall-oﬀ for nearby orientations (Eq. (A.39)). This
boundary contrast measure incorporates the fact that the
response-determining boundaries are always horizontal,
and assumes that subjects paid attention to the two possi-
ble regions and looked for a horizontal line within them.
Wolfson and Landy (1995) used a similar scheme of assign-
ing more weight to a speciﬁc orientation of their second-
order ﬁlters to explain the increased salience of parallel–
perpendicular bar conﬁgurations at texture boundaries.
4.3. Simulation of orientation-based texture segmentation
data
dARTEX simulations clarify the role of boundary
grouping and attentional ampliﬁcation of well-grouped
boundaries in Orientation-Based Texture Segmentation
(OBTS). For the OBTS simulations, the volitional spatial
attention (Ipq in Eq. (A.33)) was kept ﬁxed at the image
center, where the experimental subjects were instructed to
ﬁxate. In the interest of conserving computer simulation
time, the dART network was kept untrained. We have ver-
iﬁed that an appropriately trained dART network does not
alter the simulation outputs for Dhwithin = 5.
Fig. 2 shows simulation outputs of some experimental
stimuli. Fig. 2a shows a stimulus with DkT = max,
Dhwithin = 5, and Dhbetween = 30. In this case, texture ele-
ments are roughly aligned with the horizontal texture
boundary and the orientation discontinuity detected by
the competitive stages in V2 is readily grouped by the hor-izontally oriented bipole cells. The automatic boundary
attention to the LGN (Section 3.6) further ampliﬁes these
boundaries while suppressing their neighboring elements
by acting on the surround kernels in the LGN. As a result
of amplifying boundary positions at the LGN, the activities
of simple cell ﬁlters at the boundaries are higher compared
to their neighborhood. This enhanced contrast in the sim-
ple and complex cell activities supplements the orientation
contrast, resulting in further ampliﬁcation of the boundary.
Thus, grouping and feedback produce a strong boundary
even for low values of Dhbetween. As seen in Fig. 6b and
c, regardless of the method of boundary activity pooling,
strong boundary contrast develops for the DkT = max con-
ﬁguration, which is plotted with boxed points and blue
curves.
Fig. 2b shows a stimulus with the same orientation
parameters (Dhwithin = 5, Dhbetween = 30) as in the forego-
ing discussion, but with DkN = max. For this case, the tex-
ture bars are almost orthogonal to the boundary on both
sides. This conﬁguration results in very weak grouping in
the horizontal bipole orientation. Furthermore, bipole
grouping in the vertical orientation spreads the activity
orthogonal to and away from the texture boundary, result-
ing in a thick band of increased activity around the texture
boundary at the LGN. Neither the center-surround ﬁlters
in the LGN, nor the spatial competitive stages in V2, can
sharpen this diﬀuse boundary activity. As a result, the total
bipole activity at the horizontal ﬁgure boundary is not very
diﬀerent from the average activity over the whole image.
Extra weight to the horizontal bipole orientations in the
boundary contrast measure only decreases the weighted
bipole activity at the boundary, resulting in a further dete-
rioration of boundary salience: Compare data points in
Fig. 6b and c for Dhbetween = 30 and DkN = max condi-
tion, plotted with circled points and red curves.
Fig. 2c shows a stimulus with very strong segmentation.
In this case, with DkT = DkN, the orientation gradient is
low (Dhwithin = 5), and the boundary discontinuity
amount is maximal (Dhbetween = 90). Here, orientation
contrast is readily detected by the competitive stages in
V2, and the co-aligned boundary features are strongly
grouped by the horizontally oriented bipole cells. Further-
more, feedback modulation of the LGN increases the activ-
ities at the horizontal boundary. In fact, of all the examples
simulated with Dhwithin = 5, this conﬁguration yielded the
strongest boundaries: Compare dARTEX simulation out-
puts of the three conditions for Dhbetween = 90 in Fig. 6b.
The grouping and boundary-based attentional processes
described above also help to explain the rest of the outputs
in Fig. 6b. As described in Section 3.1, the DkT = max con-
dition bars start out parallel to the horizontal boundary
and increasingly become oblique on both sides of the
boundary as Dhbetween increases. On the other hand, the
DkT = DkN conﬁgurations start out roughly oblique to
the boundaries and gradually become parallel to the
boundary on one side as Dhbetween increases. Lastly, the
DkN = max conﬁgurations start out with bars perpendicu-
Fig. 6. Boundary attention and horizontal cooperative grouping are necessary for boundary processing. (a) Experimental data of Ben-Shahar and Zucker
(2004). Green curve with crossed points: DkT = DkN, blue curve with boxed points: DkT = max, red curve with circled points: DkN = max and
Dhwithin = 5. Vertical axis: detection accuracy, horizontal axis: boundary discontinuity amount Dhbetween. (b) With feedback and grouping operational and
horizontal bipole orientations receiving the most weight with a Gaussian falloﬀ in orientation, the data ﬁt is very close to the observed results. (c) Same as
part b, but with the same weight applied to all bipole orientations. (d) With no boundary-based attention modulating the LGN, the salience actually drops
at high Dhbetween and DkT = max due to the lack of boundary ampliﬁcation that enable bipole grouping in horizontal orientation. (e) Bipole grouping
disabled, and the V2 competitive stage outputs constitute feedback to LGN. Boundary salience does not increase with increasing Dhbetween for DkT = max
due to lack of boundary ampliﬁcation by bipole grouping. (f) Same as (e) but with all orientations added with equal weight. Crossover of salience curves
vanishes. This output is very similar to the predicted output of the Filter–Rectiﬁer–Filter model containing two stages of ﬁlters with intermediate point-
wise nonlinearity.
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assume the same oblique orientation on both sides of the
boundary as the DkT = max case.
The DkT = max conﬁgurations, therefore, initially
receive a boost in the boundary strength through grouping,
but this advantage diminishes with increasing Dhbetween as
the horizontal ﬁlter activity gradually decreases. However,
with increasing Dhbetween, boundary contrast, and therefore
the boundary-based attentional feedback to the LGN,
increase in magnitude, which ampliﬁes the end cuts (see
Section 3.4), thus retaining the horizontal boundary group-
ing. For the DkT = DkN conﬁgurations, boundary elements
become increasingly parallel to the horizontal boundary
with increasing Dhbetween, greatly increasing the bipole
grouping and feedback enhancement of LGN features. Sal-
ience curves therefore cross in Fig. 6b, where DkT = DkN
conﬁguration saliencies surpass DkT = max at higher
Dhbetween values. Lastly, while saliencies for DkN = max
conﬁgurations do increase with increasing Dhbetween, they
are never strong enough to surpass either of the other con-ﬁgurations due to the lack of grouping and feedback pro-
cesses working in concert as described earlier.
The complete set of OBTS simulations is shown in
Fig. 3. As image orientation gradient magnitude Dhwithin
increases, activities of the oriented ﬁlters of a given orienta-
tion become increasingly non-uniform over the whole
image. As a result, the spatial competitive stages in V2
begin to fail to suppress activities in the region interiors,
and the boundary contrast diminishes rapidly. With
increasing Dhwithin, boundary activity contrast for all con-
ﬁgurations decreases regardless of the amount of Dhbetween,
and the overall image ‘‘clutter’’ increases (see Fig. 2d–f),
where background activity is higher with Dhwithin = 15
than in Fig. 2a–c with Dhwithin = 5. The boundary contrast
measure in Eq. (2) is penalized by this image clutter
through a long-range inhibitory term F, denoting average
boundary activity in the image. Nevertheless, grouping
and feedback modulation continue to play a role, and the
DkT = DkN conﬁgurations for higher values of Dhbetween,
where bars are roughly parallel to the horizontal boundary,
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Dhwithin 6 20.
To control for model parameter overﬁtting, dARTEX
parameters and the salience measure were tuned using
stimuli with Dhwithin = {5,15,25}. The goodness of data
ﬁt can be inferred in the Dhwithin = {10,20,30} simulations.
Table 1 enumerates dARTEX parameters that required
tuning for a good data ﬁt and qualitatively describes their
eﬀect on model behavior. Computational cost is prohibi-
tively high for an exhaustive mechanical search for optimal
parameter values. We therefore started with parameter val-
ues that resulted in a reasonable model output on the input
image in Fig. 4a. Subsequent data ﬁt optimization involved
iteratively tuning cell output thresholds, spatial scale and
passive decay rate of V1 simple cells, intensity and range
of V2 spatial and orientational competition, and spatial
scale of long-range bipole grouping. Achieving a balance
between local competition and long-range co-operation
among bipole cells was one of the most important optimi-
zations. Intensity of the boundary feedback to LGN also
played an important role in the data ﬁt. The salience mea-
sure parameters were also iteratively optimized to achieve
the quantitative data ﬁt. Model parameter values obtained
through the iterative process are generally in line with other
models from which dARTEX draws inspiration, including
those of Gove et al. (1995), Grossberg and Raizada (2000),
and Ross et al. (2000).
Certain aspects of the Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004)
data are not accurately captured by the model. For exam-
ple, the salience measure of Eq. (2) tends to overestimate
the DkN = max accuracies at small values of Dhbetween,
while underestimating the DkT = max accuracies for
Dhbetween = 5. This is seen in model outputs for Dhwithin =
10 (Fig. 3b). This discrepancy can be attributed to the sal-
ience measure. For DkN = max cases, co-aligned texture
bars occur at a horizontal boundary location opposite
the true location. Fig. 7a and b shows examples of such
co-alignment where the ‘‘true’’ horizontal discontinuity line
is at the bottom location and the horizontal alignment
occurs close to the top boundary location. This horizontal
arrangement results in a strong percept of a ‘‘line’’ at the
top location which may have biased the subjects’ judgment
in favor of the top boundary location.
The salience measure underestimates human perfor-
mance for two reasons. The ﬁrst reason is attributed to a
lack of spatial scale selection in the salience measure. The
smallest spatial scale in the model signals bar co-alignment.
However, spatial competition at medium and large spatial
scales is sensitive to feature discontinuity and suppresses
uniform feature activity. Since the salience measure assigns
the same weight to boundaries at all scales, the resulting
boundary salience is lower than assigning maximal weight
to the smallest spatial scale. A possible solution for future
study involves a ﬂexible scale selection mechanism through
competition across scales. See Grossberg et al. (2007) for
an example of such inter-scale competition in generating
percepts of 3D shape-from-texture.A second reason for the discrepancy in data ﬁt may be
traced to how boundary activities are pooled at the two
possible horizontal discontinuity locations. Two pooling
kernels are used, each being a horizontal band centered
at a possible boundary location with a Gaussian drop-oﬀ
in the vertical direction. As seen in Fig. 7a and b, bars
are co-aligned slightly below the center of the top pooling
kernel. The top pooling activity is therefore lower than
what it could be, were the pooling kernel centered at the
co-aligned bars. A more complex salience measure that
slightly shifted the center of the pooling kernel could pro-
vide a better data ﬁt. Estimating such a kernel would
involve an additional process that automatically shifts spa-
tial attention to ﬁgure boundaries of interest. Computation
of such a spatial attention shift may involve visual areas
V4, parietal cortex, and beyond, modeling of which is
beyond the focus of dARTEX. Fazl et al. (2005, submitted
for publication) present a model of how this may be accom-
plished. Future work will synthesize both models.
Fig. 8 shows a scatter plot of model ﬁt using Eq. (2) and
the experimental data. Values for Ben-Shahar and Zucker
(2004) data were found from published data plots. As seen
in Fig. 8a and b, dARTEX ﬁts observed data fairly well
when Dhwithin = 5 and 10; correlation coeﬃcients for
Dhwithin = 5 and 10are 0.95 and 0.91, respectively. How-
ever, increasing Dhwithin to 15 deteriorates the data ﬁt;
the correlation coeﬃcient for Dhwithin = 15 is 0.77. As seen
in Fig. 8c, the model performs at chance for Dhwithin = 15,
while human subjects’ performance varies signiﬁcantly
around chance performance level. This deteriorates the cor-
relation between model ﬁt and observed data. Sources of
such decision bias remain to be investigated.
As in the second experiment of Ben-Shahar and Zucker
(2004), the DkT = DkN simulations were compared to par-
allel conﬁgurations where bars on the inside of the horizon-
tal boundary were parallel to the boundary. For this
comparison, boundary contrasts were computed for
Dhb = 45 and Dhwithin = {5,10,15,20}. Ben-Shahar and
Zucker (2004) observed that the parallel conﬁgurations
were more salient than the conﬁgurations with Dhwithin =
{5,10} but became less salient with Dhwithin = {15,20}.
The percentage detection accuracy diﬀerence between the
two conditions in the experiments was {12,12,4,10}
for Dhwithin = {5,10,15,20}, respectively, with stronger
parallel conﬁguration assuming positive values. dARTEX
output diﬀerences, on the other hand, were
{3.1,1.1,2.1,4.5} percent for Dhwithin = {5,10,15,20},
respectively, matching the observed relative saliencies of
the two conﬁgurations.
For textures with Dhwithin = {15,20}, the DkT = DkN bar
conﬁgurations at the boundaries look like Ts. For the same
parameter values, the parallel conﬁguration looks like hor-
izontally oriented Vs, with one arm of the V parallel to the
boundary. The discrepancies in the exact percentage values
between dARTEX output and observed data may be due
to the inherent importance of junctions for ﬁgure-ground
segregation. We suspect additional mechanisms, such as
Table 1
Important parameters for achieving a good ﬁt to the Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) data
Parameter Functional importance Too big Too small





No normalization Noise ampliﬁcation
d = 2 (A.6) Simple cell elongation No response to curves No orientation
J = 0.01 (A.15) Tonic activity in spatial
competition
Deteriorates orientational selectivity Deteriorates end-cuts (Section 3.4)
ru(s) = [4.5,9,13.5] (A.16) Surround extent in spatial
competition
Misses small surfaces Misses boundaries
xu=0.43 (A.16) Extent of similar
orientations competing
Lack of orientational contrast Cannot suppress small, systematic
orientational gradients like in
Dhwithin = 5 case
xv = 0.84 (A.19) Extent of dissimilar
orientations competing
Lack of orientational contrast Small magnitude orientational
discontinuities lost, like in
Dhbetween = 15
bz = 7.5 (A.21) Long-range cooperative
grouping
No grouping Bipole cells saturate and lose graded
response
cz = 0.005 (A.21) Cell output threshold No grouping Spurious grouping of noise
rz(s) = [100,200,300] (A.23) Length of bipole long axis Misses local curvature Cannot group the bars
xz = 0.001 (A.25) Width of bipole short axis Boundaries thick and diﬀuse Grouping fails unless elements
perfectly aligned
wz = 0.0001 (A.27) Extent of nearby
orientational contribution
in grouping
Lack of orientational selectivity Can group only straight lines
xm = 2.5 (A.28) Extent of dissimilarly
orientated bipoles
competing
Deteriorates grouping of oblique bar ends at
horizontal boundary. E.g., DkT = max and
Dhbetween = 90
Deteriorates orientational contrast of
boundaries when orientation gradient
is present
Cg = 7.5 (A.29) Interneuron mutual
inhibition
Bipole cells saturate No grouping
kx = 25 (A.4) Boundary feedback
strength
Noise ampliﬁcation No bar-end ampliﬁcation
l = 67 (A.36) Ampliﬁcation factor Incorrect salience range Incorrect salience range
m = 0.13 (A.36) Boundary contrast
normalization
No normalization Salience saturates
rD = 15 (A.38) Width of spatial attention
band
No contrast between upper and lower regions High variability of salience measure
due to lack of smoothing
AF = 2.3 · 106 Average boundary activity
pooling coeﬃcient
Rapid performance drop with increasing
Dhbetween
No eﬀect of increasing Dhbetween
Column 1: Parameter symbols and the equation numbers in which they appear. Column 2: Functional importance of each parameter in the model.
Columns 3 and 4: Model output consequences when parameters and chosen too big or too small. These parameters were systematically varied to improve
data ﬁt after an initial tuning based on the input in Fig. 4a.
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(2004), may be contributing towards a heightened salience
of the T conﬁgurations. For the smaller diﬀerences in the
simulated values between the two conﬁgurations for
Dhwithin = {5,10}, additional ampliﬁcation of boundaries
due to a V2–V1 modulatory feedback (Grossberg and
Raizada, 2000), not implemented in dARTEX, may be
responsible.
4.4. The role of boundary-based attention and horizontal
bipole grouping
The consequences of inactivating either boundary
grouping or boundary-based attention are shown in
Fig. 6d and e. With the boundary-based attentional ampli-
ﬁcation of the LGN turned oﬀ (Fig. 6d), the obliquely ori-
ented elements at the boundary for high values of Dhbetween
are not contrast-enhanced. This results in much diminishedsalience at high values of Dhbetween in the DkT = max
conﬁgurations.
With the bipole grouping switched oﬀ, all curves are
generally lower, as seen in Fig. 6e. Furthermore, contrary
to the experimental data, the contrast measure in Eq. (2)
does not increase for DkT = max or DkN = max, as
Dhbetween increases. This is due to the lack of ampliﬁcation
of horizontal boundary orientations by bipole grouping. In
the plots of Fig. 6d and e, extra weight was applied to the
horizontal orientations in the salience measure, as
described in Eq. (A.36). Since grouping was inactive in
Fig. 6e, the V2 competition stage outputs, and the vertical
axis was rescaled to match the other plots.
With bipole grouping disabled and equal weight given to
all orientations while pooling V2 competition stage out-
puts, the salience symmetries due to boundary conﬁgura-
tions disappear, as seen in Fig. 6f. Bipole grouping is a
prime driver for producing the salience asymmetries: With
Fig. 7. Example stimuli with co-aligned texture bars close to the upper possible horizontal boundary location. The orientation discontinuity, and therefore
the correct boundary location response, is at the bottom possible location. For these stimuli, the salience measure in Eq. (2) consistently overestimates the
error rate. See text for explanation. (a) Dhwithin = 10, Dhwithin = 15, and DkN = max. (b) Dhwithin = 10, Dhwithin = 30, and DkN = max.
Fig. 8. Scatter plot of model output vs. data from Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) experiments. (a,b) The simulations for the cases Dhwithin = 5 and
Dhwithin = 10 ﬁt the observed data well. However, this ﬁt is worse with Dhwithin = 15 in (c). See the test for an explanation of why this happens.
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grouping enabled, the relative boundary contrasts are pre-
served in Fig. 6c but not in Fig. 6f, where the bipole group-
ing is disabled.5. Texture classiﬁcation benchmark simulations
A benchmark image dataset derived from the Brodatz
(1966) album illustrates the ability of dARTEX to process
natural textures, while elucidating the importance of spatial
attention in texture learning and classiﬁcation. The bench-
mark comparisons show that detrimental eﬀects on texture
learning and classiﬁcation due to feature mixing at texture
boundaries can be circumvented by surface-induced atten-
tional shrouds. Spatial attention hereby acts as a supervis-
ing signal, delineating textured regions that can be learned
as part of the same texture category.
Each image in the dataset consists of a square textured
ﬁgure on a textured background. Ten diﬀerent texture
materials were used from the Brodatz (1966) album forgenerating the dataset. The Brodatz images chosen are
Grass, Herringbone Weave, Wool, French Canvas, Paper,
Wood, Cotton Canvas, Oriental Cloth, Jeans, and Raﬃa.
Fig. 9a shows an example image.
The eﬀect of spatial attention was quantiﬁed by training
and testing with or without attention on images with either
two textures (e.g., Fig. 9a) or on single texture images.
Classiﬁcation results for all combinations of training and
testing with or without attention, and on single-texture or
two-texture images is summarized in Table 2. A study with
nine images was also undertaken and summarized in Table
2, both to illustrate model robustness and to facilitate its
comparison with other studies that used nine textures.
The dataset generation and benchmark procedure is
described next.
For training, a sequence of 40 images was generated,
with each of the 10 textures appearing four times in succes-
sion as the central square ﬁgure with another texture from
the remaining nine textures for the background. The dART
network was initially untrained. The image sequence was
Fig. 9. (a) An example input image from the Brodatz texture benchmark set. (b) Texture labels assigned by the ART network for each image pixel after
applying top–down surface attention that prevents mixing of image features at the boundaries. True texture ﬁgure boundary is shown in white. Texture
classiﬁcation accuracy is 96.3% correct for this image. See Table 1 for complete statistics. (c) Average classiﬁcation improvement due to surface attention.
For the 40 images tested, darkness of the pixel denotes the number of times a correct classiﬁcation was made after surface attention given a
misclassiﬁcation occurred without attention. (d) In same color-scale as (c), the count of misclassiﬁcations with surface attention given a correct
classiﬁcation before surface attention. Worsening of classiﬁcation due to surface attention is minimal.
Table 2
Percentage of correctly classiﬁed image pixels of Brodatz (1966) microtexture images
Testing Training
2 Textures/image with attention 1 Texture/image with attention 2 Textures/image no attention
10-Texture library
One texture/image with attention 97.2% 98.1% 79.3%
2 Textures/image with attention 95.1% 95.9% 74.6%
2 Textures/image no attention 90.6% 92.7% 74.1%
9-Texture library
One Texture/image with attention 97.6% 98.6% 81.5%
2 Textures/image with attention 95.4% 95.3% 75.1%
2 Textures/image no attention 90.9% 93.2% 75.5%
Performance was evaluated using two image libraries containing 10 and 9 textures each. The diﬀerent training and test conditions were based on the
number of textures in input images and the presence or absence of top–down surface attention.
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tional local attentional signal Iij, or spotlight, in Eq. (A.33)
was a 3-by-3 pixel spot of activity located at a randomly
chosen position in the central square ﬁgure. When this sig-
nal leads to a surface-(spatial attention) resonance, a form-
ﬁtting spatial attentional shroud emerges. The shroud
determines the pixels to be associated with the supplied
class label for each image presentation. A total of 1300 pix-
els, being 2% of the available training data, were randomly
selected from those falling within the surface attention in
the block of presentations. In order to compare classiﬁca-
tion performance with other supervised algorithms, the
block sequence number was used as a class label for super-
vised training. Spatially pooled simple cell activities at
image pixels selected through the above procedure and
their assigned class labels constituted the dART training
dataset (Eq. (A.34)). The dART training algorithm is
described in Section B.1. All dART network parameters
were optimized using this training dataset by 10-fold
cross-validation and ﬁve training epochs. Cross-validation
error did not decrease with more than 1300 training sam-
ples per class.
A second dataset was generated by presenting each of
the 10 textures by itself as the input image, and using fea-ture vectors from 1300 randomly selected pixels along with
their true texture names as class labels. This dataset gave
an estimate of the best achievable classiﬁcation
performance.
To investigate the role of surface attention for prevent-
ing feature mixing at the boundaries, a third dataset was
constructed using the same 40 image set used for the ﬁrst
dataset. For this dataset, surface attention was prevented
from modulating the layer 6 simple cells (Eq. (A.10)).
The lack of surface attention resulted in mixing of features
at texture boundaries, thereby reducing the quality of train-
ing samples. The training set was generated by randomly
selecting 325 image pixels from the central square ﬁgure
of each image, with true texture names of the square ﬁgure
as class labels. With four presentations of each texture, this
amounted to 1300 samples per class, the same as for other
datasets. When compared to classiﬁcation performance on
the ﬁrst dataset, this dataset gave an estimate of classiﬁca-
tion error due to feature mixing at the boundaries during
training.
Test classiﬁcation accuracy was estimated using two
datasets. The ﬁrst dataset was generated with each of the
10 textures presented by itself as the input image. The sec-
ond dataset used every possible ﬁgure and background
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of 45 test images. Image patches used in training were not
used for testing. The beneﬁt of surface attention in elimi-
nating classiﬁcation errors at the ﬁgure boundary was esti-
mated by computing classiﬁcation accuracies with and
without surface attention for the second test dataset men-
tioned above. Test classiﬁcation using surface attention
was performed in two phases. In the ﬁrst phase, volitional
attention was set at the horizontal center of the input image
and oﬀset a little towards the top, similar to the image in
Fig. 4i. In this phase, surface attention covered the central
square ﬁgure, and dART inputs on the outer side of the
form boundary were suppressed; cf., Eq. (A.12). All pixels
within the attended surface were classiﬁed. In the second
phase, volitional attention was set at a location 96 pixels
to the left of its previous location, similar to the image in
Fig. 4l. The shift in volitional attention resulted in a back-
ground-ﬁtting attentional shroud, activating features sur-
rounding the central square ﬁgure and suppressing those
inside the square. These newly attended pixels were classi-
ﬁed, and class labels from the two phases were combined to
obtain a ﬁnal classiﬁcation; see Fig. 9b for an example out-
put. Classiﬁcation without surface attention was performed
pixel-by-pixel over the whole input image in a single phase
of processing.
The top half of Table 2 contains classiﬁcation results for
every combination of the training and testing conditions
described above on the 10-texture library described earlier.
As noted above, the training and testing procedures above
were also performed on a 9-texture library obtained by
removing one texture material (the Jeans texture image)
from the image set. The bottom half of Table 2 contains
classiﬁcation results for this 9-texture library.
This benchmark study leads to two main conclusions:
First, training on two texture images with top–down atten-
tion gives classiﬁcation rates similar to training on single
texture images; compare the ﬁrst two columns of Table 2.
Second, test performance signiﬁcantly deteriorates when
trained without surface attention on the two textures per
input image dataset; compare the last column of Table 2
to the ﬁrst two. These two observations suggest that most
of the classiﬁcation performance decrement is due to mix-
ing texture features during training. Furthermore, surface
attention usually signiﬁcantly improves test performance:
Compare rows 2 and 3 of Table 2 for the 10-texture library
and rows 5 and 6 for the reduced 9-texture library.
Fig. 9 shows an example of dARTEX texture classiﬁca-
tion output. In particular, Fig. 9a shows the best case input
image on which 97.6% classiﬁcation accuracy was achieved
by using surface attention. Fig. 9b shows the corresponding
texture label output. Without surface attention, accuracy
on the same image was 93.2%. In comparison, Grossberg
and Williamson (1999, p. 1396) reported a 79.5% correct
classiﬁcation rate on a Brodatz texture mosaic. In their
ARTEX model, Grossberg and Williamson (1999) used
single-texture images for training and did not utilize sur-
face attention. As seen in Fig. 5 of Grossberg and William-son (1999), errors in ARTEX occurred almost exclusively
at texture boundaries. On images containing only one tex-
ture, Grossberg and Williamson (1999, Table 1) reported
97.1% correct with a spatial pooling window size compara-
ble to dARTEX. As seen in Table 2, dARTEX achieves
somewhat better performance (98.1% correct) on the same
single-texture Brodatz images.
In a related study using the same 10-texture library used
here, Greenspan et al. (1994) used a log-Gabor Gaussian
pyramid for feature extraction followed by either a k-near-
est-neighbor algorithm (95% correct), a back-propagation
network (96% correct), or a rule-based classiﬁer (ITRULE,
93% correct). In a comprehensive survey of the eﬀects of ﬁl-
ter choice on classiﬁcation accuracy, Randen and Husoy
(1999) used a large variety of ﬁlters for texture feature
extraction followed by a pixel-by-pixel classiﬁcation.
Though their results signiﬁcantly varied from image to
image and from one ﬁlter to another, Randen and Husoy
(1999, Table 3) reported average 69.1% correct classiﬁca-
tion rate using 9 tiled texture classes. The 69.1% classiﬁca-
tion rate was the average performance over all texture
images, ﬁlter types, and classiﬁer types used in the study;
see Randen and Husoy (1999) for further discussion.
While many classiﬁcation studies target Brodatz (1966)
textures, the Randen and Husoy (1999) study is relevant
to ours because of two similarities: First, Randen and
Husoy (1999) used tiling of abutted textures for input,
and second, they utilized disjoint image patches for train-
ing and testing. To the best of our knowledge, theirs is also
the most comprehensive study of the eﬀect of ﬁlter choice
on texture classiﬁcation. Randen and Husoy (1999) noted
two problems with many studies of texture classiﬁcation:
First, texture abutment causes learning and classiﬁcation
errors at texture boundaries, and utilization of disjoint
image patches for testing and training greatly deteriorates
overall classiﬁcation performance. Second, overall perfor-
mance is sensitive to ﬁlter choice. Despite the diﬀerences
between the Randen and Husoy (1999) study and the pres-
ent one in terms of image scaling, cross-validation method,
feature choice, etc., their study is relevant to ours because
of the ﬁrst issue noted above: Both studies utilize abutted
textures and did not use the same image patches for testing
and training. The second problem raised above can in fact
be exploited as a useful baseline comparison. Lack of sur-
face attention in dARTEX greatly reduces the accuracies to
an average 75.5% correct (for 9-texture library; see Table 2,
column 3, row 6) vs. average 69.1% reported by Randen
and Husoy (1999). It is clear that dARTEX generally out-
performs the averaged performance of a large number of
ﬁlter and classiﬁer combinations due to the appropriate
choice of input features and the dART classiﬁer. However,
a key reason for the best performance of dARTEX is sur-
face attention; also compare Table 2 columns 1 and 2 to
column 3.
As a qualitative description of the role of surface atten-
tion in classiﬁcation, Fig. 9c and d shows average improve-
ment and deterioration, respectively, over all the 45 test
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of times each location in the images was misclassiﬁed with-
out surface attention but was correctly classiﬁed with atten-
tion. Darker pixels in Fig. 9c denote higher counts of
improvement in classiﬁcation. In the same color-scale,
Fig. 9d shows the reverse case, where a previously correct
classiﬁcation was misclassiﬁed due to surface attention.
This analysis shows that surface attention yields classiﬁca-
tion improvement along the ﬁgure boundary without incur-
ring noticeable deterioration.
6. Object boundary processing in natural images
This section illustrates that the dARTEX boundary
grouping process is competent to segment natural scenes.
The texture classiﬁcation study in Section 5 illustrated that
dARTEX can complete form boundaries even if no local
edges have the orientation of the emergent form boundary,
and can support the learned classiﬁcation of natural tex-
tures. The present section notes that correct form bound-
aries in natural scenes can be detected, over multiple
spatial scales, even if image contrasts are low.
dARTEX performance on two images from a human-
segmented database of images (Martin, Fowlkes, Tal,
and Malik, 2001) is shown in Fig. 10. dARTEX boundary
detection, grouping, and attention produce image bound-
aries that are in fair correspondence to human segmented
boundaries. For the two images used, the ﬁrst two rows
in Fig. 10 show object boundaries assigned by human sub-
jects (Fig. 10b and f), the second moment matrix (2MM)
edge detection algorithm (Fig. 10c and g, Konishi, Yuille,
Coughlan, and Zhu, 1999), and dARTEX (Fig. 10d, and
h). With dARTEX, co-operative boundary grouping and
the attentional modulation of these grouped boundaries
results in relatively strong boundary activity even where
the image contrast is low. For instance, consider the verti-
cal boundary of the head of the elephant in the foreground
in Fig. 10e. The dARTEX output in Fig. 10h successfully
detects the boundary, while the 2MM boundary detection
algorithm in Fig. 10g is unable to do so.
Multiple-scale processing of dARTEX also has its use in
signaling varying amounts of detail about the scene. For
example, for the input image in Fig. 10e, equilibrium activ-
ities of bipole grouping cells at the three successively larger
scales signal diﬀerent aspects of the scene. At the lowest
spatial scale, individual surface features are preserved
(Fig. 10i). Visually, however, the medium scale is the most
informative for identifying the elephant (Fig. 10j). The
largest scale bipole groupings isolate the two animals from
the image background (Fig. 10k).
While dARTEX yields favorable boundary processing
results compared to the feature contrast-based edge detec-
tion approach, it still does not encompass many aspects of
human vision. For example, dARTEX does not have ﬁg-
ure-ground segregation abilities and the considerable
amount of domain knowledge used by humans when deal-
ing with natural scenes. An example of the utilization ofsuch domain knowledge can be seen in human segmenta-
tions of Fig. 10b, where human subjects disregarded all
of the windows in the building because their task was to
segment the major components of the scene and not the
ﬁner details. Neither dARTEX nor computer algorithms
mentioned here have access to such strategies. For an
extension of boundary and surface processing that can
explain various ﬁgure-ground data, see articles about
FACADE theory, e.g., Grossberg (1994, 1997); Grossberg
and Swaminathan (2004); Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh
(2005); and Kelly and Grossberg (2000).
7. Related work
Many models of texture segregation follow the general
Filter–Rectiﬁcation–Filter (FRF) scheme of two ﬁlter
stages with an intermediate point-wise rectifying nonlinear-
ity (Bergen and Landy, 1991; Grossberg and Mingolla,
1985b; Grossberg and Williamson, 1999; Malik and Pero-
na, 1990; Sutter et al., 1989; Wilkinson and Wilson,
1998). A related class of models utilizes oriented ﬁlter out-
puts, similar to the ﬁrst stage of ﬁltering in FRF, for local
texture classiﬁcation (Fogel and Sagi, 1989; Grossberg and
Williamson, 1999; Jain and Farrokhnia, 1991; Rubner and
Tomasi, 1999). A survey of ﬁlter energy-based methods,
especially the FRF, and their relation to human texture
segmentation may be found in Bergen and Landy (1991).
Some of the more recent texture-based image segmentation
attempts also follow a similar ﬁlter-based approach (e.g.,
Arivazhagan and Ganesan, 2003; Krumm and Shafer,
1994).
Malik and Perona (1990) used a boundary-based
approach for computing texture gradients and were able
to ﬁt psychometric functions of texture discriminability.
Instead of using orientational competition as in Grossberg
and Mingolla (1985b) and dARTEX, Malik and Perona
(1990) used a winner-take-all competition in orientation
at every image pixel. The dARTEX simulations of Orienta-
tion-Based Texture Segmentation (OBTS) data presented
in this paper show that the graded responses from all ori-
ented channels are required for a quantitative data ﬁt. In
addition, dARTEX uses mechanisms beyond FRF, includ-
ing bipole grouping, boundary attention, and surface atten-
tion, that enable quantitative simulations of OBTS data.
Another texture classiﬁcation approach has utilized
Markov random ﬁelds to probabilistically estimate and
cluster texture features (Chellappa and Chatterjee, 1985;
Cross and Jain, 1983; Manjunath and Chellappa, 1991;
Mao and Jain, 1992; Zhu, Wu, and Mumford, 1998). Yet
another approach utilizes probabilistic or data-driven
methods for nonparametric estimation of ﬁlters, or for
combining ﬁlter responses (Malik, Belongie, Leung, and
Shi, 2001; Martin et al., 2001; Puzicha, Hoﬀmann, and
Buhmann, 1997; Varma and Zisserman, 2003). While all
these approaches result in good texture classiﬁcation per-
formance for isolated texture patches, they do not have
the explicit means to utilize top–down attention to guide
Fig. 10. dARTEX performance on some natural input images from Martin et al., 2001). (a,e) Input images; (b,f) Human segmentation; (c,g) 2MM edge
detector algorithm (Konishi et al., 1999); (d,h) dARTEX boundary output generated by adding rectiﬁed bipole cell activities over all scales and
orientations; (i–k) Bipole activities for each spatial scale added over all orientations, from the smallest (left) to largest (right). The low-contrast boundary
at the forehead of the foreground elephant is ampliﬁed through bipole grouping and boundary-based attention in (j). The image in (h) is the sum of (j), (k),
and (l). Darker pixels signify stronger boundaries for all segmentation outputs. Images in (a, b, c, e, f, g) are from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset
(http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/projects/vision/bsds).
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boundaries due to feature mixing.
The ARTEX model of Grossberg and Williamson
(1999) utilized boundary processing to drive local texture
classiﬁcation. In the ARTEX model, a Boundary Contour
System (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b) acts as a
front-end to a Gaussian ARTMAP (Williamson, 1996)
classiﬁer for pixel-by-pixel texture classiﬁcation. The
dARTEX model diﬀers from ARTEX in three ways: First,
the dART network used here is more tightly integrated
with boundary processing, so that learned texture feature
expectations from the dART network directly inﬂuence
the subsequent dynamics and the ﬁnal output of the
boundary system. Second, as we saw in Section 5, top–
down surface-mediated attentional shrouds guide attentive
classiﬁcation and texture learning. This method substan-tially improves classiﬁcation performance in the bench-
mark studies and also helps boundary processing. Third,
dART network in the current model accomplishes preli-
minary local texture categorization and is sensitive to
image scale and orientation. In contrast, ARTEX models
texture categorization in the IT cortex and addresses
scale-and-orientation independent texture classiﬁcation
using long-range image attributes like surface brightness.
Image processing approaches that combine region (cf.,
surface) and edge (cf., boundary) based techniques are
becoming increasingly popular. For a review, see Munoz,
Freixenet, Cuﬁ, and Marti (2003). For example, Paragios
and Deriche (2002) used a ﬁlter-based technique to recog-
nize texture and used the recognition information to repel
ﬁgure boundary contours from uniformly textured regions.
Mirmehdi and Petrou (2000) used color and texture infor-
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which were reﬁned using iterative re-classiﬁcation at pro-
gressively smaller spatial scales. Martin et al. (2001) used
a combination of texture, color, and luminance contrast
to partition image pixels into regions of uniform texture.
All of these approaches are similar to dARTEX in that
they begin with a hypothesis about the texture boundary
locations which are then reﬁned to improve performance
through a combination of region and boundary informa-
tion. In dARTEX, the hypothesis about ﬁgure boundaries
leads to surface attention that prevents feature mixing at
the boundaries. Texture feature expectations from dART,
in turn, result in image noise suppression that improves
form boundary processing. dARTEX thus makes explicit
the role of top–down spatial and object attention and the
ways in which boundary and region-based processing
may interact in a laminar cortical framework. The other
models mentioned above do not explicitly address these
issues.
Thielscher and Neumann (2003) have proposed a tex-
ture boundary processing model that is more similar to
dARTEX boundary processing. In their model, top–down,
modulatory, boundary feedback from V4 to prior cortical
areas was shown to be necessary for orientation-deﬁned
texture boundary processing. The goal of their model was
to provide a qualitative explanation of the fact that tex-
tures with higher image orientation gradient require a cor-
respondingly higher orientation contrast at the boundary
for successful segregation (Nothdurft, 1985, 1992). Since
the Thielscher and Neumann (2003) model predates the
observations of Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004), it is not
known whether it can quantitatively ﬁt the complete OBTS
experiments. The dARTEX model, although similar in
spirit, diﬀers from that of Thielscher and Neumann
(2003) in two major ways. First, dARTEX uses multiple
scales of interaction at each processing stage and the scale
channels interact via boundary and surface feedback. The
Thielscher and Neumann (2003) model, on the other hand,
uses a single scale of processing which gets larger with each
successive stage. Spatial scales of interaction in dARTEX
also increase with each successive processing stage. In
dARTEX the smallest scale groups the texture elements
by their proximity in space and similarity in orientation,
while the larger scales compute ﬁgure boundaries and cor-
ners using the same network interactions. Similar informa-
tion is available in the Thielscher and Neumann (2003)
model, but at diﬀerent stages of processing. Second,
dARTEX utilizes spatial attentional shrouds to provide a
self-supervising signal for the dART module to bind local
feature views into texture categories. Spatial attention in
dARTEX thus closes the loop between the bottom–up,
pre-attentive, boundary processing and the top–down,
modulatory, attentive texture learning (Grossberg, 2003).
The Thielscher and Neumann (2003) model does not
include texture learning or classiﬁcation and has not been
used to address the role of spatial attention for texture clas-
siﬁcation. On the other hand, the two models share manycommon properties and address similar perceptual data
using feature contrast-based boundary ﬁnding, modulatory
feedback for ﬁgure boundary enhancement, and long-range
boundary grouping using bipole cells. The two models have
been inspired by the same prior work on how the laminar
circuits of the visual cortex lead to visual percepts, in par-
ticular by BCS/FCS model (Grossberg and Mingolla,
1985a, 1985b) and the 3D LAMINART model (Grossberg,
2003; Grossberg and Raizada, 2000; Raizada and Gross-
berg, 2003).
8. Discussion and conclusions
8.1. Local texture and global form
The dARTEX model combines object boundary and
local texture feature computations in a uniﬁed, biologi-
cally plausible framework. The model uses emergent
object boundaries to control surface ﬁlling-in which, in
turn, generates form-ﬁtting spatial attentional shrouds
that direct attention to, and thereby enable learning of,
textures that belong to the corresponding objects. Such
attentional processing improves both texture classiﬁca-
tion and object boundary processing itself. When com-
bined with other ART studies that show how object
boundaries and surface properties may be used to cate-
gorize properties of object form (e.g., Bradski and
Grossberg, 1995; Carpenter and Ross, 1995; Carpenter
and Grossberg, 1987; Carpenter et al., 1992, 1991a), a
uniﬁed ART system for classifying both local and global
object properties at multiple levels of the visual system
can be discerned.
8.2. Explaining orientation-based texture segmentation
The study by Ben-Shahar and Zucker (2004) showed
how tangential and normal curvatures and their disconti-
nuities are intimately linked to Orientation-Based Texture
Segmentation (OBTS). Their model attempted to explain
OBTS using these curvatures and their discontinuities at
the texture boundaries as intrinsic image parameters. Spe-
ciﬁcally, they showed that the textures segregated most
readily when discontinuities in both the curvatures were
simultaneously maximized. They also showed that the
two curvatures and their discontinuities are an eﬃcient
way of systematically describing and studying a large class
of Orientation Deﬁned Textures (ODTs). In the process of
describing ODTs with the help of curvatures, Ben-Shahar
and Zucker (2004) also put forward a strong case against
models of OBTS that detect discontinuities in ﬁlter energy
and rely on ampliﬁcation of ﬁlter activities based on ele-
ment orientation relative to the boundaries (e.g., Wolfson
and Landy, 1995). In their paper, Ben-Shahar and Zucker
(2004) pointed out two objections to using the boundary
for selecting the features for ampliﬁcation or assigning
extra weight during salience computation. The ﬁrst objec-
tion was the ‘‘chicken-and-egg problem’’, where the out-
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ture boundary – was needed as an input to select which fea-
tures were assigned the most weight. The second, and more
serious, problem was that, even if such selection were
allowed, the boundary features may get ampliﬁed simply
based on their absolute orientation, without any selectivity
for their relation to other features away from the bound-
ary. These other features are known to aﬀect segmentation,
regardless of whether they are characterized by curvature
(Ben-Shahar and Zucker, 2004), orientation variability
(Wolfson and Landy, 1998), or arrangement (Beck, 1982;
Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985b). Ben-Shahar and Zucker
(2004) further argued that such modiﬁcations to the
energy-based model do not suﬃce to explain their whole
suite of results, especially the crossover of curves for cer-
tain image orientation gradients but not for others; see
Fig. 3.
By ﬁtting the OBTS data of Ben-Shahar and Zucker
(2004), dARTEX alleviates most of the concerns about
modifying the Filter–Rectiﬁer–Filter (FRF) model raised
earlier. While encompassing a FRF computation,
dARTEX also includes long-range, recurrent boundary
and surface processes, top–down spatial attention that ﬁts
the shape of an object surface, and automatic top–down
attention that selectively enhances only the features that
lie on a texture boundary by an amount proportional to
the boundary grouping strength. Through boundary-based
attention derived from bipole cells, dARTEX ampliﬁes
only the image features that group well and, at an appro-
priate spatial scale, lie on the ﬁgure boundary. See Fig. 2
for examples of how this automatic attention leads to
boundaries that mimic the percepts.
Sensitivity to image orientation gradient arises in
dARTEX through two factors: First, at high orientation
gradients, the feature contrast detection stage in V2 is
unsuccessful in suppressing featural activity in the ﬁgure
interior. As a result, the activity diﬀerence between texture
boundary grouping and individual bar grouping decreases,
resulting in no net LGN feature ampliﬁcation through
boundary feedback. The second factor is the formulation
of the boundary contrast measure, which supplements the
ﬁrst one: At high orientation gradients, the contrast mea-
sure is low because the boundaries due to feature contrast
grouping are roughly the same as boundaries linking indi-
vidual texture bars.
In the spirit of Wolfson and Landy (1995), the OBTS
boundary contrast measure used here applies more
weight to the horizontal boundary orientation. Such an
explicit weighting applied to spatial locations and orien-
tations of boundaries may seem at ﬁrst to be subject to
the same ‘‘chicken-and-egg’’ problem. However, addi-
tional mechanisms are hypothesized to play a role in this
task-speciﬁc modulation of orientations. For example,
object attentional modulation that weights boundaries
at certain locations or orientations can be computed
using center-surround computations much in the spirit
of the two competitive stages of Grossberg and Mingolla(1985b), wherein the attended spatial locations are win-
ners of a spatial competition over multiple trials due to
the presence of strong boundaries at those locations.
Similarly, the horizontal orientation would always win
in an orientational competition at these spatial locations,
since the form boundaries are always horizontal. As seen
in the V2 layer 2/3 bipole cell activities plotted in Fig. 2,
even without the task-speciﬁc spatial and orientational
attentional modulation, the pre-attentive grouping and
automatic, boundary-based attentional feedback produce
strong boundaries at the correct locations and orienta-
tions. Large-scale spatial and orientational competition
activated by bipole inputs over multiple trials may thus
lead to top–down spatial attention to boundaries during
segmentation, further amplifying the diﬀerences due to
element conﬁguration, and producing a quantitative data
ﬁt. Also compare dARTEX simulations in Fig. 6b (with
higher weight in the horizontal orientation) and c (with
equal weight to all orientations) that preserve the cross-
overs in the experimental data in Fig. 6a.
While ﬁtting the OBTS data of Ben-Shahar and Zucker
(2004), the dARTEX model also outperforms related tex-
ture classiﬁcation approaches (Grossberg and Williamson,
1999; Randen and Husoy, 1999). Improved performance in
texture classiﬁcation is due to the ability of spatial atten-
tion to eliminate feature mixing at form boundaries. Emer-
gent form boundary completion in response to noisy
images is also facilitated by the feature noise rejection
aﬀorded by dART-based feature match during attentive
texture classiﬁcation.
8.3. Unifying boundary and surface attention
dARTEX attempts to clarify the parallel roles of
boundary-mediated object attention and surface-mediated
spatial attention. Boundary-mediated object attention is
critical for object form processing, while surface-mediated
spatial attention is critical in local surface feature learning
and recognition. In the process of clarifying the roles of
these processes, dARTEX elaborates the claim that
boundaries and surfaces are the units of visual attention
(Grossberg, 1999a, 2003). Boundary-mediated attention
in dARTEX is shown to proceed in two parts: In the
automatic part, pre-attentively computed boundaries
amplify features at boundary selected positions. The
task-speciﬁc part of the boundary-mediated attention uses
feedback to LGN to further amplify boundaries at
attended spatial positions.
Surface-mediated attention in dARTEX proceeds in a
similar fashion, but subserves a complementary role: Sur-
faces identiﬁed by pre-attentive boundary-gated ﬁlling-in
bid for spatial attention. Surfaces with the highest ﬁlled-
in activity win spatial attention automatically. In task-spe-
ciﬁc spatial attention, a volitional focus of attention, or
attentional ‘‘spotlight’’, can bias the competition in favor
of the attended surface. A form-ﬁtting surface attentional
shroud from the spatial attention stage leads to a surface-
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views from the attended surface into local texture catego-
ries learned by the dART network. Experiments on percep-
tual learning have shown how visual task performance can
alter the detection thresholds for elementary image features
like orientation and local motion (Hochstein and Ahissar,
2002; Watanabe, Nanez, and Sasaki, 2001). Some of these
improvements are positionally speciﬁc, thereby suggesting
that these improvements occur at early stages of the visual
hierarchy (see Ahissar and Hochstein, 2004; for a survey),
and perhaps at the very locations of feature representation
(Grossberg, 1999a, 2003). In a similar vein, the ARTSCAN
model of Fazl et al. (2005) shows how the same form-ﬁtting
surface attentional shroud binds diﬀerent object views into
view-invariant object categories at later stages of the visual
cortical hierarchy. A uniﬁed dARTEX and ARTSCAN
model can thus begin to show how boundary-based and
surface-based attention can bind, amplify, and maintain
the activity of relevant features while they are learned
throughout the visual hierarchy.
Appendix A. System equations
This section mathematically describes the dARTEX
model. Parameter values used in the simulations immedi-
ately follow the equation descriptions.
Each model neuron is typically modeled as a single volt-
age compartment in which the membrane potential, v, is
given by
Cm _v ¼ ðv EleakÞgleak  ðv EexcitÞgexcit
 ðv EinhibÞginhib; ðA:1Þ
where Cm is the membrane capacitance, the E terms rep-
resent reversal potentials, gleak is a constant leakage con-
ductance, and the time-varying conductances gexcit and
ginhib represent the total inputs to the cell (Grossberg,
1973; Hodgkin, 1964). Most of the following network
equations are instances of this general membrane equa-
tion, where, for simplicity, the capacitance term Cm was
set equal to 1, the leakage conductance is relabeled as
gleak = A, the excitatory and inhibitory reversal potentials
are relabeled as: Eexcit = B and Einhib =  C, and the
leakage reversal potential is set to Eleak = 0. Then Eq.
(A.1) can be rewritten as a membrane, or shunting
equation
_v ¼ Avþ ðB vÞgexcit  ðvþ CÞginhib; ðA:2Þ
where A is a constant decay rate, B is an excitatory satura-
tion potential, gexcit is the total excitatory input, C is a
hyperpolarization parameter, and ginhib is the total inhibi-
tory input.
Throughout the dARTEX description, subscripts ij or
pq denote two-dimensional Cartesian image co-ordinates
(i, j) and (p,q), respectively. Subscript s is reserved for spa-
tial scale, and subscripts k and r are reserved for
orientations.Unless otherwise noted, two-dimensional isotropic
Gaussian spatial kernel is denoted by Gpqijr(s). In particular,
Gaussian spatial kernel Gpqijr(s) for position (p,q) and scale
s is deﬁned as:
GpqijrðsÞ ¼ 1
2pr2ðsÞ exp




where the kernel Gpqijr(s) is centered at position (i, j) and
has a scale-dependent spatial variance r(s). Unless other-
wise noted, all kernels are normalized to add to 1. All
kernel parameters are reported in units of image pixels,
and all input images used for simulations are 256 · 256
pixels wide.
The operator [Æ]+ denotes half-wave rectiﬁcation.
All simulations were carried out using the Matlab sim-
ulation package (version 6.5, mathworks.com). All but
three model processing stages were explicitly solved for
their equilibrium values in order of their activation in
the model hierarchy. The remaining three stages, namely,
the bipole, surface ﬁlling-in, and surface attention cells
(Eqs. (A.21), (A.31), and (A.33)) were numerically inte-
grated until equilibrium using a second-and-third order
Runge–Kutta formula with adaptive integration step size
(Matlab function ode23). Equilibrium for the latter stages
was deﬁned as the sum-of-squares activity not changing
by more than 0.25% for three successive integration steps
for each model stage. The boundary and surface atten-
tion stages constitute feedback signals that inﬂuence the
initial stages of the model and thus the entire processing
hierarchy. Therefore, once these stages reached equilib-
rium, their activities were sampled and incorporated into
the two stages that directly receive them: Boundary
attention derived from the bipole cells in Eq. (A.21)
inﬂuences the LGN (Eq. (A.4)), and surface-based atten-
tion from the PPC (Eq. (A.33)) inﬂuences the V1 layer 6
simple cells (Eq. (A.10)). After incorporating feedback
signals into the early stages, the entire dARTEX hierar-
chy was re-calculated and the numerical integration of
the three stages mentioned above was performed again,
leading to the next equilibrium state. Model outputs
did not change perceivably after three such iterations of
equilibration and re-calculation. All results shown are
after three iterations, except the images in Fig. 4b and
e that denote activity before the feedback kicks in. These
ﬁgures were sampled at equilibrium just before the ﬁrst
re-calculation of dARTEX stages.
In what follows, each dARTEX processing stage is
described in order of its activation in response to bot-
tom–up retinal input.
A.1. Center-surround ﬁeld, LGN
The LGN stage consists of a spatial competitive stage
with on-center, oﬀ-surround ﬁlters (ON channel) as well
as oﬀ-center, on-surround ﬁlters (OFF channel). This stage
discounts the illuminant and normalizes image contrast.
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the LGN stage also receives top–down modulatory bound-
ary-based attention.
The activity xþijs of the LGN ON channel neuron at spa-
tial position (i, j) and scale s obeys a shunting on-center, oﬀ-
surround equation:







In Eq. (A.4), the term axxþijs on the right hand side deﬁnes a
passive decay at rate ax = 0.25. In the excitatory term
ð1 xþijsÞ½I ijð1þ kxfijÞ, retinal input Iij at position (i, j) is
gain-modulated by a boundary-based attentional signal
fij deﬁned in Eq. (A.30). The signal fij ampliﬁes LGN
activity at ﬁgure boundaries. The inhibitory term ð1þ xþijsÞ
½PpqIpqð1þ kxfpqÞGpqijrxðsÞ suppresses the neighborhood
around the boundaries through an inhibitory surround.
In Eq. (A.4), the top–down gain factor kx = 25, and the
Gaussian surround kernel GpqijrxðsÞ in the inhibitory term
is deﬁned in Eq. (A.3), with scale-dependent variances
rx(s) = [4.5,9.0, 13.5] determining the extent of surround
inhibition for each of the three successively increasing
spatial scales.
The equilibrium solution for Eq. (A.4) is:
xþijs ¼
ð1þ kxfijÞI ij 
P
pqð1þ kxfpqÞIpqGpqijrxðsÞ




The LGN OFF channel activities, denoted by xijs, are de-
ﬁned as xijs ¼ xþijs. They are the activities of an analogous
shunting oﬀ-center, on-surround equation. This formula-
tion for the model’s simpliﬁed LGN stage is adapted from
Gove et al. (1995). In some treatments, OFF cells are ton-
ically active in the absence of inputs (e.g., Grossberg et al.,
1995). This property was not needed in the present
simulations.A.2. Oriented simple cells, V1 layers 6 and 4
Two sets of oriented multiple-scale simple cells are sim-
ulated in layers 4 and 6 of V1, respectively. As seen in
Fig. 1, both sets of simple cells are driven by bottom–up
activation from the LGN. The simple cells act as polar-
ity-of-contrast sensitive ﬁlters that detect oriented features
in the image along the ﬁlter’s preferred orientation. In
model simulations, 24 diﬀerent simple cell orientations
are used for each of the 3 spatial scales. The simple cells
in layer 6 are identical to layer 4 simple cells in terms of
their bottom–up inputs, but they are also modulated by
top–down spatial attention. The spatial attention stage is
described in Section A.8.
V1 layer 4 simple cells are bottom–up activated by LGN
ON and OFF activities sampled through spatially elon-
gated and oﬀset Gaussian kernels. In particular, layer 4simple cell pijks at position (i, j), orientation k, and scale s
obeys the equation:















In (A.6), the passive decay rate ap = 0.25. In the (A.6) excit-
atory term, LGN ON cell output signals ½xþijsþ are ﬁltered
by oriented spatially elongated Gaussian kernel RþpqijkrpðsÞd,
while the LGN OFF cell output signals ½xijsþ are ﬁltered
by a similar kernel RpqijkrpðsÞd. The centers of the kernels
RþpqijkrpðsÞd and R

pqijkrpðsÞd are oﬀset in mutually opposite
directions from each simple cell’s centroid along an axis
perpendicular to the simple cell’s direction of elongated
sampling. In the inhibitory term of Eq. (A.6), the same ker-
nels sample an LGN channel complimentary to the one in
the excitatory term. The net activity of simple cells is thus a
measure of image feature contrast in its preferred orienta-
tion. In mathematical terms, the vertically oriented kernels
RþpqijkrpðsÞd and R

pqijkrpðsÞd in (A.6) are:
RpqijkrpðsÞd
¼ ApðsÞ exp ði p rpðsÞ=2Þ





where superscripts + and  denote positive and negative
lobes of the kernel that are centered at (i ± rp(s)/2, j),
respectively. Each kernel has a scale-dependent spatial var-
iance rp(s) = [1,2,3] along its narrow axis that determines
the spatial region over which average contrast is measured,
and an elongation factor d = 2 for the long axis. Other lobe
orientations are generated by coordinate system rotation.
The normalization factor ApðsÞ ¼ ð2pr2pðsÞdÞ1 in Eq.
(A.7) ensures that kernel lobes individually add to 1.




ap þ Aþ B ; ðA:8Þ















By (A.8), the simple cell equilibrium activity detects lumi-
nance contrast in the preferred orientation, indeed con-
trast-normalizes its responses according to a Weber law
(Grossberg, 1980). The magnitude of the Weber law
parameter, or, equivalently, the passive decay rate ap,
determines how quickly contrast normalization sets in as
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chosen to achieve a balance of high contrast normalization
and sensitivity to top–down attentional modulation.
Symmetric sampling of LGN ON and OFF channel
activities by simple cells in Eq. (A.6) ensures that a simple
cell encoding a light-to-dark edge in a given orientation has
the same activity as another simple cell of complementary
contrast polarity preference when it responds identical
dark-to-light edge. This balance in activation is important
for processing form boundaries independent of their lumi-
nance contrast polarity. The simple cell Eqs. (A.6) and
(A.8) are adapted from Ross et al. (2000).
V1 layer 6 simple cells have receptive ﬁelds identical to
those of layer 4 simple cells. Additionally, layer 6 simple
cells are modulated by top–down spatial attention; see
Eq. (A.33). In the initial feedforward phase of input activa-
tion, when spatial attention is not yet active, simple cells in
layers 4 and 6 exhibit identical responses. However, as spa-
tial attention activates, it suppresses unattended layer 6
simple cells through surround inhibition from nearby
attended locations. Speciﬁcally, layer 6 simple cell activity
aijks at position (i, j), orientation k, and scale sobeys the
equation:



















In (A.10), the passive decay rate aa = 0.25. The on-center
and oﬀ-surround terms in Eq. (A.10) that sample LGN
activity ½xpqsþ using simple cell kernel lobes RpqijkrpðsÞd are
the same as Eq. (A.6). The on-center is top–down atten-
tively ampliﬁed through the modulatory term (1 + H(rij)).
The signal H(rij) in this term is input from spatial attention
rij in Eq. (A.33). Through a similar modulatory term in the
oﬀ-surround, ð1þPmnHðrmnÞGmnijraðsÞÞ, unattended cells
around the locus of spatial attention are strongly inhibited.
The attentional signal function H(rij) in Eq. (A.10) nor-
malizes all above-threshold spatial attention activities rij to
approximately the same signal size. Speciﬁcally,
HðrijÞ ¼ ka½rij  ca
þ
ea þ ½rij  caþ
; ðA:11Þ
where ka = 2, ca = 0.05, and the Weber law parameter
ea = 0.05. A large gain ka and a small Weber law parameter
ea ensure that unattended simple cells surrounding the at-
tended ones are strongly inhibited through the term
ð1þPmnHðrmnÞGmnijraðsÞÞ in Eq. (A.10), while simple cell
activity at attended locations is uniformly ampliﬁed. This
attentional modulation in Eq. (A.10) prevents mixing of
dART input features across texture boundaries during lo-cal texture classiﬁcation and learning, improving overall
model performance. This property of dARTEX is
described in Section 3.9. The Gaussian kernel GpqijraðsÞ in
Eq. (A.16) is deﬁned in Eq. (A.3) with scale-dependent var-
iance ra(s) = [4.5,9,13.5] and determines the spatial extent
of attentive inhibition of unattended features.
The equilibrium solution of V1 layer 6 simple cell activ-
ity in Eq. (A.10) obeys
aijks ¼









where the terms A and B are deﬁned in Eq. (A.9). The equi-
librium solution in Eq. (A.12) shows that layer 6 activity is
identical to layer 4 activity in absence of attention (when
H(rpq) = 0, for all p and q); see Eq. (A.8). When spatial
attention activates, the term B
P
mnHðrmnÞGmnijraðsÞ in the
numerator of Eq. (A.12) ensures that unattended simple
cells in the surround (where H(rpq) = 0) of the attended
locations (where H(rpq) is close to 1) are inhibited.
As seen in Fig. 1, V1 layer 6 simple cells activate a dis-
tributed learned category representation in the dART net-
work (Carpenter, 1997). This category representation
reads-out learned expected simple cell activities at each
image location; see Eq. (A.35). The layer 4 simple cell activ-
ity is matched with this learned expectation via the layer 6–
4 modulatory network (Callaway, 1998; Grossberg and
Raizada, 2000). Speciﬁcally, match activity mijks for posi-




where rijks is the dART expectedON simple cell activity, and
rcijks is the expected OFF simple cell activity. This compli-
mentarity of ON and OFF features will be described as part
of the deﬁnition of the dART input feature vector in Eq.
(A.34). The feature expectation term rijks is deﬁned in Eq.
(A.35). Simple cell signals [pijks]
+ from V1 layer 4 are deﬁned
in Eq. (A.6). By Eq. (A.13), the match signal is an average of
matched activities of the ON and OFF simple cell activities.
This matching operation facilitates dARTEX processing by
reducing feature noise, and thereby facilitates the comple-
tion of object form boundaries, as described in Section 3.9.
The matched features in Eq. (A.13) are the bottom–up
inputs to complex cells of V1 layer 2/3.
A.3. Complex cells, V1 layer 2/3
Each complex cell receives activity from pairs of simple
cells that are selective to opposite contrast polarities, and
thereby acts as an oriented polarity-of-contrast insensitive
ﬁlter. The complex cell activity qijks for position (i, j), orien-
tation k, and scale s obeys the equation:
qijks ¼ ½mijksþ þ ½mijKsþ; ðA:14Þ
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Eq. (A.13). The orientation index K in Eq. (A.14) denotes
the matched simple cell of contrast polarity opposite to the
one indexed by k. Since there are 24 simple cell orienta-
tions, the above operation produces 12 unique orientations
of complex cells for each spatial scale. The complex cell
activities are adapted from Gove et al. (1995). However,
there was no dART matching of simple cell activities in
that work.A.4. Spatial and orientational competition, V2 layers 6 and 4
As seen in Fig. 1, the two competitive stages in V2 are
driven by complex cell activities arriving from V1 layer 2/
3. The spatial competition stage activity uijks at position
(i, j), orientation k, and scale s obeys the equation:







where the passive decay rate au = 0.25, J = 0.01 is a con-
stant tonic activity, and qijks is the complex cell activity
arriving from V1 layers 2/3 as deﬁned in Eq. (A.14). The
spatial competition kernel KpqrijkruðsÞxu in Eq. (A.15) is a
product of two Gaussian kernels, one that depends on ori-
entation, and the other that depends on spatial distance. In
particular, kernel KpqrijkruðsÞxu at position (i, j) and orienta-
tion k is:
KpqrijkruðsÞxu






The ﬁrst Gaussian kernel in (A.16) is the orientation ker-
nel: it is maximal for the orientation k with a Gaussian
fall-oﬀ for more dissimilar orientations, O = 12 is the total
number of complex cell orientations, and the orientation-
dependent Gaussian drop-oﬀ variance xu = 0.43. The sec-
ond spatial Gaussian kernel in (A.16) is deﬁned in Eq.
(A.3) with a scale-dependent variance ru(s) = [4.5,9,13.5].
Thus, in Eq. (A.15), similar orientations in a local image
neighborhood inhibit each other the most. Coeﬃcient
Au(s) = ((2p)
1/2xu)
1 in Eq. (A.16) is a scale-dependent
normalization factor such that the kernel adds to 1.
As a result of spatial competition between like-oriented
complex cell outputs in Eq. (A.15), uniform activity in
luminance and orientation is suppressed, while discontinu-
ities in their spatial distribution are enhanced. The equilib-






au þ Jþ qpqrs þ
P
pqrqpqrsKpqrijkruðsÞxu
: ðA:17ÞAs seen in Fig. 1, the orientational competition stage in V2
is driven by the outcome of the spatial competition. At this
stage, mutually orthogonal orientations inhibit each other
the most in a small spatial neighborhood. Speciﬁcally, ori-
entational competition activity vijks at position (i, j), orien-
tation k, and scale sobeys the equation:







where the passive decay rate av = 0.05. Signal [uijks  cv]+
is the input from the spatial competition stage deﬁned in
Eq. (A.15), with output threshold cv = 0.005. The orienta-
tional competition kernel is a product of two Gaussian ker-
nels, one that depends on orientation, and the other that
depends on spatial distance. In particular, kernel
Lpqrijkrv(s)xv centered at position (i, j) and orientation k is:
LpqrijkrvðsÞxv






where the ﬁrst, orientation Gaussian kernel is maximal for
an orientation perpendicular to the orientation k with a
Gaussian fall-oﬀ for more similar orientations, O = 12 is
the total number of complex cell orientations, and the ori-
entation-dependent Gaussian drop-oﬀ variance xv = 0.84.
The second spatial Gaussian kernel in (A.19) is deﬁned in
Eq. (A.3) with a scale-dependent variance rv(s) = [1,2,3].
Thus, in Eq. (A.18), dissimilar orientations in a local image
neighborhood inhibit each other the most. Factor
AvðsÞ ¼ ðð2pÞ1=2xvÞ1 in Eq. (A.19) is a scale-dependent
normalization factor such that the kernel adds to 1. The
equilibrium solution for the orientational competitive stage
deﬁned in Eq. (A.18) is:
vijks ¼
½uijks  cvþ 
P
pqr½upqrs  cvþLpqrijkrvðsÞxv





The two competitive stages deﬁned in Eqs. (A.15) and
(A.18) were introduced into the neural modeling of bound-
ary grouping in Grossberg (1984) and are adapted from
Grossberg and Mingolla (1985a, 1985b).A.5. Bipole grouping cells, V2 layer 2/3
The bipole grouping stage in layer 2/3 of V2 is driven by
competitive stage output from layer 4 of V2, as seen in
Fig. 1. Bipole cells receive long-range monosynaptic excit-
atory inputs from other bipole cells and short-range disy-
naptic inhibitory connections from a shared pool of
interneurons. Speciﬁcally, bipole cell activity zijks at posi-
tion (i, j), orientation k, and scale s obeys the equation:
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þ bz½hLijks  cz2þ þ bz½hRijks  cz2þÞ
 ð1þ zijksÞðmijks þ gLijks þ gRijksÞ; ðA:21Þ
where kz[vijks  cz1]+ is the bottom–up excitatory input sig-
nal from the orientational competition stage deﬁned in Eq.
(A.18) with gain kz = 1 and output threshold cz1 = 0.005.
Long-range horizontal excitatory signals bz½hL=Rijks  cz2þ
are received from bipole cells on the two coaxial ﬂanks (de-
noted by L and R) of each bipole cell, with gain bz = 7.5
and output threshold cz2 = 0.005. The signals [hijks  cz2]+
are deﬁned in Eq. (A.22). The spatial and orientational
competition term mijks in Eq. (A.21) receives signals from
other bipole cells as deﬁned in Eq. (A.28). The di-synaptic
inhibition terms gL=Rijks in Eq. (A.21) realize the bipole prop-
erty as deﬁned in Eq. (A.29).
In what follows, the horizontal bipole orientation is
assumed for the sake of notational simplicity. Other bipole
orientations are derived by co-ordinate system rotation.





½zpqrs  czþHL=RpqrijkrzðSÞxzwz ; ðA:22Þ
which sum output signals [zijks  cz]+ from bipole cells de-
ﬁned in Eq. (A.21) with output threshold cz = 0.005. The
left bipole half-kernel HLpqrkijrzðsÞxzwz is a product of three
Gaussian kernels which determines the amount of sampling
from other bipole cells based on their distance, lateral oﬀset
from the horizontal axis, and deviation from the preferred
orientation at various locations in the receptive ﬁeld. As a
result, proximal, coaxially located, and co-aligned bipole
cells are sampled with higher weight. Speciﬁcally, the left
half-kernel HLpqrkijrzðsÞxzwz at position (i, j), orientation k,
and scale s is:
HLpqrijkrzðsÞxhwz

























in (A.23) is an isotropic spatial Gaussian with scale-depen-
dent variance rz(s) = [100,200,300]. This term controls the
spatial extent of the bipole half-kernel, with larger scales
performing boundary groupings over a longer spatial







determines contributions from locations lateral to the
horizontal axis of the kernel: Term Kpqij ensures thatfarther and more laterally oﬀset locations contribute less.
Drop-oﬀ of the kernel with distance and thickness is gov-
erned by parameter xz = 0.001. A larger value of xz results
in a kernel with a thicker band around the principal axis.
The factor Kpqij in Eq. (A.25) for a bipole cell at position
(i, j) is:
Kpqij ¼ arctan ðp iÞðq jÞðp iÞ2  ðq jÞ2
 !
: ðA:26Þ
Factor Kpqij above is sensitive to both the distance between
locations (i, j) and (p,q) and the spatial oﬀset of position
(p, q) from the horizontal axis. For example, along the
principal axis q = j, Kpqij = 0, and the term in Eq. (A.25) is
at its maximum of 1. As position (p,q) departs the principal
axis, and moves farther from position (i, j), Kpqij diverges to
inﬁnity. In this case, Eq. (A.23) vanishes in the limit, dis-
abling the sampling from such locations. Eq. (A.25) thus
controls thickness of the bipole half-kernel in Eq. (A.23).








determines the contribution from other bipole cells based
on their orientation r and position (p,q). This term is
sensitive to three attributes: Orientation of the contributing
bipole cell (r), its oﬀset from the horizontal axis, (q  j),
and its distance from the position (i, j) of target bipole cell
receiving the input. Through this term, contributions from
the same bipole orientation are maximal along the princi-
pal axis. Contributions from dissimilar bipole orientations
increase while those from similar bipole orientations
decrease as oﬀset from the principal axis increases. By
controlling the amount of pooling from dissimilar
orientations, the term in Eq. (A.27) limits the maximum
curvature of the boundaries that can be completed. In par-
ticular, parameter wz = 0.0001 in Eq. (A.27) controls the
highest curvature that can be grouped. A larger value of
wz enables grouping of more dissimilar orientations, and
thereby grouping of boundaries with higher curvatures.
The constant O = 12 in the above equation denotes the
total number of orientations. Finally, coeﬃcient AH ðsÞ ¼
0:5ðð2pÞ2r2z ðsÞxzwzÞ1 in Eq. (A.23) normalizes the kernel
to add to 0.5.
The spatial and orientational competition term mijks in
Eq. (A.21) sharpens boundaries and reduces orientational





½zpqrs  cmþLpqrijkrmðsÞxm ; ðA:28Þ
where the constant Am = 2.5 is a gain factor, terms
[zpqrs  cm]+ in Eq. (A.28) are output signals from bipole
cells deﬁned in Eq. (A.21) with cm = 0.005, and the orien-
tational competition kernel LpqrijkrmðsÞxm is deﬁned in Eq.
(A.19) with xm = 2.5 and scale-dependent spatial variance
rm(s) = [1,2,3].
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position (i, j), orientation k, and scale sin Eq. (A.21) is:






where the gain Dg = 50 makes the inhibitory interneuron
settling time more rapid than that of the bipole cell. Excit-
atory signal kg½hL=Rijks  cgþ comes from bipole cells deﬁned
in Eq. (A.22), with gain kg = 7.5 and output threshold
cg = 0.005. The left and the right interneurons mutually in-
hibit each other with inhibition gain Cg = 7.5.
As seen in the inhibitory term of Eq. (A.29), the left and
the right interneurons provide mutual shunting inhibition.
Therefore, excitationof the two interneurons from their asso-
ciated bipole ﬂanks results in shunting normalization of the
interneuron activities and thus normalization of the total
inhibitory interneuron input to the bipole cell; see Eq.
(A.21). This normalization of total inhibition from the inter-
neurons allows the bipole cell to ﬁre strongly even in the
absence of direct bottom–up input. On the other hand, in
the absence of bottom–up input to the bipole cell, and when
only one of the two interneurons receives excitation from its
associated bipole ﬂank, equal amounts of excitation through
direct horizontal input to the bipole and inhibition from the
interneuron prevents the bipole cell from ﬁring. This mecha-
nism prevents an outward spread of activity while enabling
inward oriented completion of boundaries. The present for-
mulation of the bipole cell-network is adapted from Ross
et al. (2000) and from Grossberg and Swaminathan (2004).A.6. Boundary-based attention, from V2 to LGN
As seen in Fig. 1, boundary-based attention is derived by
summing the bipole activities in V2 layers 2/3 over all orien-
tations and scales. This modulatory boundary-based atten-
tion signal (Gove et al., 1995) ampliﬁes LGN activity at
grouped boundaries while suppressing their neighborhood
by acting on the LGN surround kernels. The pooling across
all scales ensures that features at the boundaries are eventu-
ally ampliﬁed in every spatial scale evenwhen some scales are
initially unsuccessful at detecting object boundaries. The
LGN activity is deﬁned in Eq. (A.4). The boundary-based
attention signal fij at position (i, j) and scale s is deﬁned as:
_f ij ¼ af f ij þ
X
ks
½zijks  cf þ; ðA:30Þ
where passive decay rate af = 1, and [zijks  cf ]+ is the in-
put from the bipole cells deﬁned in Eq. (A.21), with
cf = 0.005.A.7. Surface ﬁlling-in domain, V4
Bipole signals added over all orientations and scales
deﬁne a long-range ﬁgural boundary contour. If the
boundary is a closed contour, the boundary-gated featuralﬁlling-in process can deﬁne a ﬁgural surface (Grossberg,
1994; Grossberg and Howe, 2003; Grossberg and Todoro-
vic´, 1988). Surface ﬁlling-in activity hijs at position (i, j) and
scale s obeys a boundary-gated diﬀusion equation:




ðhijs  hpqsÞPpkijs; ðA:31Þ
where xþijs is the LGN ON channel activity deﬁned in Eq.
(A.4), gain factor bh = 3, rij is the spatial attentional signal
deﬁned in Eq. (A.33), signal function uðxÞ ¼ x
1þx, and the dif-
fusion permeabilityPpqijs is deﬁned in Eq. (A.32).N(ij) in Eq.
(A.31) is the set of eight nearest-neighbor cells adjacent to
the cell at position (i, j) with which the (i, j) cell directly inter-
acts during ﬁlling-in. The permeability Ppqijs that gates the






with diﬀusion gain factor kP = 21 · 106, Weber law param-
eter aP = 3.3 · 105, and zijks is the bipole activity deﬁned
in Eq. (A.21).
A.8. Spatial attention, PPC
Fig. 1 shows connectivity of the spatial attention stage,
which generates a form-ﬁtting attentional shroud in
response to feedback with the surface ﬁlling-in domain.
In particular, this stage receives as bottom–up activation
the surface ﬁlling-in domain output from V4, as well as a
spatially localized top–down volitional attention signal.
Speciﬁcally, spatial attention activity rij at position (i, j) is
deﬁned by the equation:























where passive decay rate ar = 1. Bottom–up input signal
u(hpqs) is from the surface ﬁlling-in domain in Eq. (A.31)
with signal function u(x) = x/(1 + x) and gain factor
kr = 100. Term Ipq is the volitional top–down attentional
signal, modeled by a 3 · 3 pixel wide spot of activity
assigned to a location inside the attended surface, with gain
br = 2. The volitional attentional signal Ipq locally enhances
the spatial attentional activity. Through spatial attentional
signal to the ﬁlling-in domain, this signal diﬀuses within the
attended surface; see Eq. (A.31). The spread of volitional
attention in the surface ﬁlling-in domain in turn enhances
the activity of the entire attended form in Eq. (A.33)
through bottom–up inputs. As the attended shroud grows
due to volitional attention, other weaker shrouds are sup-
pressed in Eq. (A.33) by long range spatial competition.
A volitionally selected, form-ﬁlling spatial attentional
shroud is thus formed in this stage. Gaussian kernels
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with variances rr1 = 3 and rr2 = 40, respectively.A.9. dART-based texture learning, classiﬁcation, and top–
down attentive matching
Input to the dART network is a vector that combines
spatially pooled layer 6 ON simple cell signals aijks deﬁned
in Eq. (A.10), and OFF simple cell signals 1  aijks. These
ON and OFF cell signals normalize to pairwise add to 1.
In ART, this preprocessing stage is called complement cod-
ing (Carpenter et al., 1991b). Complement coding ensures
that the input feature vector of length 2Madds to a con-
stant M. Speciﬁcally, the complement-coded dART input


























+ are output signals from V1 layer 6 simple cells
deﬁned in Eq. (A.10) and the Gaussian kernel GpqijrAðsÞ is
deﬁned in Eq. (A.3), with spatial scale dependent variance
rA(s) = [1,2,3]. In Eq. (A.34), K = 24 is the number of sim-
ple cell orientations, and S = 3 is the number of scales. The
dART input is thus a 144-dimensional complement-coded
feature vector.
The importance of spatial pooling of simple cells in tex-
ture classiﬁcation was investigated by Grossberg and Wil-
liamson (1999), where they observed that larger spatial
pooling extents resulted in better texture classiﬁcation,
but also caused classiﬁcation errors at texture boundaries
due to feature mixing. In dARTEX, the detrimental eﬀect
of feature mixing at texture boundaries is circumvented
through spatial attentional modulation of dART inputs,
as described in Eq. (A.10).
Section B.2 describes how the dART network responds
to complement coded input vectors. In response to this bot-
tom–up input, the dART network reads out top–down
learned expectations of simple cell activities, which are
described next.
The dART top–down simple cell expectation rijks at





½ynij  snksþ; ðA:35Þ
where the summation is over all N categories in the dART
network. In the dART network, ynij is the nth category cell
activity at position (i, j) deﬁned in Eqs. (B.10) and (B.11).
Learned feature threshold snks = 1  wnks in Eq. (A.35) isderived from the nth dART category weight wnks for orien-
tation k and scale s; also see Section B.1, Step 2.
A.10. Texture boundary contrast measure for the OBTS task
simulation
The texture boundary salience measure S for comparing
simulation results to the psychophysical data of Ben-Sha-
har and Zucker (2004) is deﬁned by the equation:
S ¼ l ELower  EUpper
mþ ELower þ EUpper þ F þ 50; ðA:36Þ
where l = 67 and m = 0.13. The pooled boundary activities
at the two possible locations of the horizontal discontinuity
ﬁgure boundaries ELower/Upper are deﬁned in Eq. (A.37). The
factor F is the average bipole activity over the whole image,
deﬁned in Eq. (A.40). The above equation arises from a
shunting on-center, oﬀ-surround network (Grossberg,
1973, 1980) that detects pooled boundary contrast at two
possible ﬁgure boundary locations. The term F in Eq.
(A.36) normalizes the measure and requires that, in order
to be salient, the attended boundary contrast must be stron-
ger than the average boundary activity in the scene. For
dARTEX simulations, the horizontal boundary was always
located at the lower location. Therefore, any increase in the
measure in Eq. (A.36) denotes an increased detection
accuracy.
The boundary activity ELower/Upper in Eq. (A.36) is
derived by pooling the bipole activities using a product of
two kernels. The ﬁrst kernel determines the spatial region
of pooling, while the second determines the relative weights
applied to each boundary orientation during pooling. Spe-





½zijks  cEþDLower=Upperj OkR; ðA:37Þ
where [zijks  cE]+ is the output signal from the bipole cell in
Eq. (A.21) with cE = 0.005. The spatial pooling kernel
DLower=Upperj is a horizontal band centered at the either the
lower or the upper possible boundary location, respectively,
and deﬁned in Eq. (A.38). The second term, OkR, deﬁned in
Eq. (A.39), is the orientational pooling kernel that deter-
mines the weights of diﬀerent orientations during pooling.
The spatial pooling kernel DLower=Upperj is horizontally
elongated over the whole image and is centered at a possible
boundary location (either Lower or Upper) with a Gaussian
fall-oﬀ in the vertical direction. Speciﬁcally, the spatial pool-













where variance rD = 15. The vertical center of this kernel is
either at the lower boundary location (mean = qLower) or at
the upper boundary location (mean = qUpper). The orienta-
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where variance xO = 3.175. Parameter R is chosen to be
the horizontal orientation, being the maximally active ori-
entation at the attended boundary locations. Term F in Eq.




½zijks  cEþ; ðA:40Þ
where coeﬃcient AF = 2.3 · 106, zijks is the bipole activity
described in Eq. (A.21), and the output threshold
cE = 0.005. The term F penalizes the salience measure in
Eq. (A.36) whenever average boundary activity in the scene
is high.Appendix B. Default ARTMAP implementation
The default ARTMAP algorithm (Carpenter, 2003)
implements the dART network in the dARTEX model pre-
sented here. It is a special case of the distributed ART algo-
rithm described in Carpenter (1997). In the default
ARTMAP implementation, supervised training occurs in
a Winner-Take-All (WTA) mode where the maximally
active category that realizes a feature matching criterion
is updated (Carpenter et al., 1992). Testing activates a dis-
tributed category code and the predicted class label is
determined through a weighted vote.
In the following description, operator jÆj denotes the L1
norm of its vector argument, and operator ^ denotes the
fuzzy intersection operation; that is, a component-wise
minimum of the two vector arguments in the operator.
All vector arguments are denoted by bold-face type.
The untrained ARTMAP network begins with a pool of
N uncommitted category cells that are not bound to any
class label. As learning progresses, cells from this pool
are recruited, or committed, to encode prescribed sets of
input feature patterns. The population of committed cate-
gory nodes grows with learning, and its size (C) is deter-
mined by learning task demands. For a complete
description of how this occurs in the distributed ART
framework, see Carpenter (1997). Description of the
default ARTMAP in this section is limited to essential
implementation details. For further implementation infor-
mation, see Carpenter (1997) and Carpenter et al. (1998).B.1. Default ARTMAP training
During training, default ARTMAP learns to associate
anM-dimensional feature vector a to a supplied class label.
The training algorithm is described by the following steps:1. For all positions (i, j) to be learned, generate comple-
ment coded input feature vectors Aij deﬁned in Eq.
(A.34).
2. Set initial values: Set the initial feature-to-category
weightwksn = 1 from input feature of orientation kand
scale s to category n. Also set the initial category-to-
feature weight wnks = 1 from category n to input cell
of orientation kand scale s. Set initial class weights
Wnm = 1 from each category n to each class label m.
Set number of committed category nodes C = 1. For
theWinner-Take-All (WTA)mode of learning utilized
here, the bottom–up feature-to-category weights wksn
and the top–down category-to-feature weights wnks
remain identical (Carpenter, 1997). Both these weight
vectors for category nare therefore denoted by wn.
3. Select the ﬁrst input vector in the dataset, Aij, at posi-
tion (i, j), with associated output class K.
4. Set initial weights for the newly committed category
node n = C, where C = 1 is the latest committed cat-
egory node index:
wC ¼ Aij; ðB:1Þ
and set the class weight from the category node C to
output class K:
W Ck ¼
1 if k ¼ K;
0 if k 6¼ K:
	
ðB:2Þ
5. Set vigilance q to its baseline value q ¼ 0:6:
q ¼ q; ðB:3Þ
and reset the code at position (i, j):
yij ¼ 0: ðB:4Þ
6. Select input vector Aij at the next position (i, j), with
associated actual output class K (until the last input
of the last training epoch).
7. At position (i, j), calculate signals Tnij to committed
category nodes n = 1, . . . ,C using the choice-by-dif-
ference signal function (Carpenter and Gjaja, 1994):
Tnij ¼ jAij ^ wnj þ ð1 aÞðM jwnjÞ; ðB:5Þ
where wn is the weight vector for category n. Note
that for an uncommitted node jwnj = 2M, so
Tnij = aM. Small values of the signal rule parameter
a cause the system to select category nodes that
would minimize learned changes in wn during learn-
ing. For present simulations, a = 0.075.
8. Search order: Search the committed categories with
Tnij > aM in order of Tnij values (max to min) for
position (i, j).
9. Search for a category R that meets the matching cri-
terion and predicts the correct output class K, as
follows:





; set yRij¼ 1 ðwinner-take-allÞ: ðB:6Þ
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(i, j), and class m, the class prediction
wmij ¼
PC
n¼1W nmynij ¼ W Rm:
c. Correct prediction: If the active code R predicts the
actual output class K, that is, wKij =WRK = 1, then
go to Step 11 (learning).
d. Match tracking: If the active node R fails to predict
the correct output class (wKij = 0), raise vigilance to:q ¼ jAij ^ wRj
M
þ e; ðB:7Þ
where the match tracking parameter  = 0.0001
(MT-, Carpenter and Markuzon, 1998).
e. Return to Step 9(a) (continue search).
10. After unsuccessfully searching the sorted list, increase
C by 1 (add a committed category). Return to Step 4.
11. Learning: Update the feature-to-category weights as
follows:
wnewR ¼ bjAij ^ woldR j þ ð1 bÞwoldR ; ðB:8Þ
where b = 1 is the learning fraction for fast learning.
Aij is the input feature vector for the current position
(i, j) deﬁned in Eq. (A.34), and woldR is the category
node weight vector prior to learning.
12. Go to Step 6.
B.2. Default ARTMAP testing (distributed code)
1. For all positions (i, j) to be classiﬁed, generate comple-
ment coded input feature vectors Aij deﬁned in Eq.
(A.34)
2. Select input vector Aij at the next position (i, j).
3. Reset the category code at position (i, j): yij = 0.
4. Calculate input signals Tnij to all categories n at position
(i, j) according to the choice-by-diﬀerence signal function
(Carpenter and Gjaja, 1994):
n ¼ 1; . . . ;C : Tnij ¼ jAij ^ wnj þ ð1 aÞðM jwnjÞ:
ðB:9Þ
During testing, the signal rule parameter a is set to
0.075, same as during training. Recall that the signal
Tnij to each uncommitted node n is the constant aM.
5. K is the set of indices of categories ﬁring above thresh-
old, and K 0 is the set of indices of categories exactly
matching the input. In particular, K = {k = 1, . . . ,C:
Tkij > aM} and K 0 = {k = 1, . . . ,C: Tkij =M} =
{k = 1, . . . ,C: wk = Aij}.
6. Increased Gradient (IG) CAM Rule: A Content
Addressable Memory (CAM) rule speciﬁes a function
that characterizes the steady-state activity of the short
term memory in response to a given vector of inputs
converging on a ﬁeld of neurons. The Increased Gradi-
ent (IG) CAM rule used here contrast-enhances the
input diﬀerences as represented in the distributed cate-
gory code (Carpenter, 1997; Carpenter et al., 1998).a. Point box case occurs when at least one category
exactly encodes the input and the set K 0 is not empty.
In this case, only such categories are activated: If K 0 is
not empty (i.e., wn = Aij for some n), setynij ¼
1
jK0j for each n 2 K0: ðB:10Þb. In cases other than a point box case, when K is not
empty, a distributed category activation of coding
neurons is realized with the best matching categories








h ip for each n 2 K; ðB:11Þ
where Tnij is the input signal to category n at position
(i, j), deﬁned in Eq. (B.9). In Eq. (B.11), power law
parameter p = 5 determines the amount of code con-
trast enhancement. As p increases, the category acti-
vation increasingly resembles a winner-take-all code
in which only the category with highest bottom–up
signal survives (Carpenter, 1997). Constant M in
Eq. (B.11) is the number of input features to dART.










9. While there are more test inputs, return to Step 2.
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